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REVOKE LICENSES
AT DISCRETION
Mayor Yeise_r Will Not Await
Pollee Cook Conviction
Says That City Iles Won Complete
Victory So Far in Hugh Boyle
Case.
•
WILL KEEP THE LID ON TIGHT.
Mayor Yeiser, following the decis-
ion today of Judge Reed in the Hugh
Boyle case, stated that he will not
depend entirely on evidence and con-
viction in the pollee court hereafter;
but, having the sanction of the circuit
judge, will revoke saloon licenses for
Sunday violation on substantive est-
deuce yolleuted by himself. He says
the city has - wen a complete victory
over Mr. Boyle, now, and be will
have warrants issued for Royle's ar-
rest for .violatiug the state law, if
'the latter persists in selling Heuer.
The mayor says:
"lu view of the fact that sonic of
the newspapers of the. city have ob-
tained a mistaken report es to the
true status of the proceedings against
Huge Boyle and as much halm may
be done by a misunderstanding of
this matter, i desire to Kive the pub-
lic the exaet facts as the case now
stands.
el .want especially to call the at-
fentton ol the saloonkeepers to the
tote eeftel4tioe time etselsoate
say to -term fr*nkly that
tend to use every legal method to
stop the selling of liquor in Padueah
on Suede)._ and further to assure
them, that so far the courts have up-
held me in every respect, and that
-a44-4hat- eiateeteete geleted -1Pi-4ietteat-
torney s for Mr. Boyle is to call at-
tention to a defect in the law by
which the net imposed for violation
of the Sunday law. under said ordi-
nance, have been found to be tot) low
and 'Illegal on that account. Mr
Buyie's attorneys have suoceeded In
only doing one thing—and that is to
have the ordinance so amended thet
the saloonkeepers hereatter will be
tried exactly double what they have
Leretofore been fined.
"I want to call the pultile's atten-
tion to the fact that Jade(' eedig
held that the ordinance, ender 11,.±
I have revoked the license of a „eon-
keepers for violating the Sunda t law,
was a valid ordinance anti that Judge
Barker of the court of appeals 'held
that the ordinanee was valid. The'
question as' to whether I had acted
tieht or wrong in revoking Mr.
Boyle's license was not up for Judge
Barker's decision, and his remarks
on that point were entirely Mitside
of the case. All that he said was not
told by the attorneys for Mr. Boyle.
Judge Barker cautioned Mr. Corbett
in his statement that his opinion
about the effect of the appeal might
be changed when the case came up
before the full court of appeals, and
said'  the it was. an offhand opinion
evrely,
Will Revoke License.
"But Judge Barker eid deny Mr.
Corbett's request to grant an ineene-
tion .against me and dismiteeey.the
Mtge and sustained Judge, :eged, and
Judge' Barker did say ,telitt there" was
no doubt whatever, that I had the
power to revoke any saloon Man's
license under section le of the ordi-
nance. I have the decision of two
judges on that point—Judge Reed
and Judge Barker, and before both of
these, judges Mr. Corbett has lost MS
main contention, which was that the
ordinance was invalid, and that I had
no constitutional right to revoke a
saloon man's license. The courts
have held that I had this right, and
that I can hear evidence independent
ot the poRge court and take ection re-
gardless of what is done in the po-
lite ourt. But I want to assure the
general public ,that I intend to en-
force the rights the courts hold that
%I have, and intend to vigorously
prosecute all violatore of the Sunday
law by hearing evidence myself and
revoking every license where the
get4 of the holder is proven. I
shall not hereafter await the proctied-
ure in the police court, but will act
Independent and because I have been
assured by my counsel- and_also by
the opinion of both Judge Reed and
Judge Banter that this ordinance is
undoubtedly valid in that respect.
'I have had an ordinance pespared
increasing the fine so as $r Meet
Judge Reed's objections to section
13,-and shall call the council together
at once, and ask the boards to rem-
-etly-441*--defetot--14e-thealaw, and I am
eure they will do so and hereafter.
thanks to Mr. Boyle's attornove, sa-
loonkeepers will be lined exactly
dtelle the amount that has previous-
ly been Imposed on them whenever
ether 'notated etlete-Stendityeeleitteg
and In every sueh case I shall follow
the protteecrure'poIntea'aesi hy JUdge
reed d Judge itaritar4a their opts-
ions about the validity of the ordi-
nance and, ell! certainly revoke every
Itisellee'ithere the Mai bi shown .to
WEATHER FORECAST.
FAA H, .
• Generally fair and continued war-
mer eveept. possibly showers this af-
ternoon or tonight in eastern portion.
Highest teniperature yesterday, 90;
lowest, 74.
JEAIA)USY.
New .elitariy, intl.,.tug. 10,—
list night 1/aviti Flittvkins shot
and fatally w44444 'Airs. Hattie
Zarsehnieide, anil lied, Jealousy
nits the cause. 'rids  
the imily of Hite kins a rOU11111
on the river bank with a bullet
114/11• ill his head and the revolver
his hand.
-
litYTEL
Elyria, 0., Aug. 10.-4 eoricr
l'Hyton was hurntel te death in a
fine which practically tlestroyell
the Jackson hotel this  mists.
The proprietor mud 011e 0.1.14t
. were 'midis burned, other, W.
aimed unite jureii.
KILI,E1) IIV
Chicago, Aug. 10.-4'. L. see-
herger, a dry goods nierciaint,
was murdered in his store this
neerning by burglars. He defend-
- ell w kit A._ knge. cutting
deep gitehee. man IS 'to badly
lilt 1111. a ill die.
FltENCI1 WlIECS.
liettdate leranre, Aug. 10. —
The Southern Exit'-'s !Honed
trona Parts to Ninth-id, was
wrecked today. Ten easualtiee
Sr.' repitrteti.
The trahri collided with
frtight in a tunnel. Ten 114.1",•011/4
It killed And injured,
panne .eriously. The passenger
Dein was tier:died. broke
out and iteveral paettengere are
ea [moiled' to have ha nu el to
death.
!MUMS.
. Tangier. Aug. 10—The war
-Tterainet the Moore will be car-
ried to Africa. Today's advicee
- announce an expedition will be
dispatched against 'nathes ete•
ramped near to recapture wom-
en carried away front the cite. It
is intendedto inflict such punish-
Went on the Moors that they will
eurrender any captives still Mire.
--
BLEW SAFE,
Goshen,. poi, Aug. 10.-.-Three
armed men bound and gagged
the night atirent of the Baltimore
& Ohio railway and Ms britIheirO—
the, morning, blew the safe and
escaped with a small sum.
UNIONIST ATTORNEY
GETS A TELEGRAM
Nashville, Tenn., Aug lei.—John
M. Gaut., chief counsel of the Presby-
terians of the United States in the
litigation involving the question of
organic union of the Cumberland
Presbyterian aim Northern Presby-
terian churches, received .a telegram
this 4fternoon.frcim .Booneville, Mo.,
stating that the courts there had de-
cided the church union case in favor
of the unionists, making the injunc-
tion restraining the anteunMnists'
enjoyment and TOSsession of the
church property perpetual. Mr. Gaut
deceived- another similar telegram
front Atlanta, Ga.
Strike at ilemphis.
Memphis,. Aug. 10.—Post enWoyes
here struck at 1:30 p. m. Everybody
is Mit,
THREE BURGLARS
ROB MODEL STORE
Fit Themselves With Complete
Outfit of Clothing
Take Shoes for "Lookout" to Try On
—Shirts anti Neckties by the
Wholesale,
WOULD HAVE ALL THEY WANT.
Three burglars, apparently pos-
sessed of time and patience, and par-
ticular about their wearing apparel.
helped themselves to an Leath Wei-
with an extra pair of shoes each all:
change of stiles, at the Model stme
1121touth Second street, last is r
Discovery of the burglary was le
this morning by Miles Biyant, tee, ,
a' the store, which is oweed by L.
LeVY.
Entry was gained by mixing OW'S
a rear window. Patrolmen teoss and
Johnson and Detective Will Baker
are working on the case.
Evidently the men had looked in
the front window first and pi -
sat their suits, tor three suits
hues pairs of trousers were ruissik.
f .om one show winlow which show.
no evidence of disorder. The bure
lars next got into the shoe depar
went. They Willed down brogan
but these did not suit. Then -
rot down the boye' toes, and :
the ladles'. Patent leather was their
choice, and after ransacking the ea-
teheishpituteeki_iy _equeetlee_yh_at they
wanted, and the two working inside
had taken the trouble to try on their
shoes, one of them leaving his old
shoes and at. There are evidences
that the/ Took shoes out for the
"lookout" to try on.
-Late arrivals of derbys did not
please the burglars, and after scat-
tering UNA.: hats around, each se-
lected a straw hat. They took per-
haps, a dozen shirts, and stuffed
their pockets-with a consignment of
Leekties, which had just been dis-
played. Mr. Levy estimates his loss
at $100, but fortunately is secured by
a burglary insurance policy only re-
cently issued.
he guilty in the inquiry before me.
Ger More Warrants. .
"I want to assure the law-abidIng
citizens of the community, and I
think OW the majority of the saloon-
keepers den be so classed, that the
law is ample to secure the observ-
ance of Sunday by liquor dealers, as
Well as every other class of merchants
In PatItteari---
"I want to call attention to the
fact that Mr. Boele Can be prosecuted
under the Kentucky statutes, and say
that I Intend to have him prosecuted
under the Kentucky statutes and as
-as eire- eorelfreeftee is .legally.
amended, if Mr. Do) le persists in
violating_ the law, he will be prem..
fated again under the corrected or-
dinance." -
I The retina is in session this after-13.00II tili Amend the ordinance,
BANK CLEARINGS ARE
ON THE INCREASE
JAPAN'S DIPLOMATIC MEASURES.
FINE- MARKET TODAY. -  TWO THOUleleal_Meglitel !CRAP SHOOTERS ARE—
KILLED BY FRENCH
FOR CITY PEOPLEi CAUGHT BY POLICE
Casa Blanca, Aug. 10.—The Moor -
last night renewed their attempt te
to ivade (ease Bianca but were rev.-un . Player Squeals and Patrol,4 with heavy losses by- lireefrona
warships. All consulates here a men
guarded by machine guns.
The total of the Moorish lose.
here is estimated at 2.000.
I NO WRIT OF
411 Sorts of - Vegetables
Display at Market This
Morning
Business Outlook is Excel-
lent an3 Indicate Contin-
ued Prosperilg.
Clearings this week...
Same week east sear.
$874,451
. 867.291
Increase  $ 7,160
T5e clearings this week show a
slight Increase areer_teeesaine_ week
lain year, and the Volume indicates
quite a good deal of activity for the
season Business conditions, in all
lines, indicate a continuation of the
great prosperity and activity of the
past decade. Reports issued this week
from °facials of the great railroad
-estems that tap the corn and wheat
belts of the west and northwest note
that while the crops won't be as
large as they have been in one or two
bumper years, still a great crop will
be haevested and good business for
another year is assured.
Business with the icical transpor
tation companies indicate a big rush
he both freight and passenger traf-
fic. Retail merchants are eatielted
with the clearaare sales now on. and
wholesalers report generally satisfac-
tory -business.
The Lack Malleable Iron company
will probably hegin operation of its
new factory next week, with a force
of &O men. The company will -manu-
facture the iron used by the Lack
Singlet ree company.
Work on the extenelon of the N.,
C. and St. L. line into Mechanics-
burg was begun Tueseay and, will be
completed abont'September 1. Oper-
ation of the glass factore has been
delayed on accopnt of delay in re-
ceiving machinery, but as soon a
this line is constructed the machinery
will be delivered and operation .will
begin shortly thereafter.
Work on the Worten addition ex-
tension of the street car line is pro-
gressing rapidly and will soon be
ready to be thrown open for traffic.
Mrs. Alma Woods.
M rs. Alma _Wesociseet led isee
at 11 o'clock of dropsy at her home
In Reliance. Graves county. She
leaves a husband and five children.
She was 37 years old, ard had lived
a Christian life. The burial took place
this altiaritoott at 4 o'clock, from the
residence with burial 1tt the Feezer
cemetery near Ballance ,
This meriting** market was one of
the biggest In yrs.-and everiebeteli DYNAMITE CAUSES
was loaded with vegetables for the,
Paducah. trade. Wagons were backed
to the curbing on both sides of Soule
Second street below the mark.-
house to the city scales lot on boil.
sides of the street. Many peope
were at the market today, and bee,
this morning and afternoon the ma:
ket was crowded. Tomatoes al',
plentiful and almost every merketel•
had-these. Peaches aree,, plentiful
and the grade was excerfent, and
-many housekeepers bought bushels
for canning purposes. The piece
ranges from 541c to 7:.c a half bush-
el. Corn, which has been scarce this
akeek was for sale in plentiful quanti-
ties, and the grade is much better,
A large part of the rorm offered last
week was worm eaten, and only about
half the ear could be used. Next
week the market will be overrun
with this produce., The dealer that
ad beans this nferning was strictly
In it, for their quantity was limited
owing to the recent dly weather kill-
ing the blooms several weeks ago.
Late beans are not in, and it will be
some time before they are plentiful.
Melons sold from 5 cents-to 40 cents
This year's crop is goad In some sec,a,
dons of the county, but unless ship-
ments are large, the supply is going
to be short and the price correspond-
ingly high, much to the despair Of
the admirers of the luscious fruit.
SERIOUS
Depot Wrecked and Two Peo-
ple are Killed—Hundred
Are Hurt
Detroit. Aug. 10.—The town of
Essex was practically blown to
pieces by an'explosion of a ear cf
eynamite op the Michigan Central
tracks this morning. Station agent
and engineer are known to tie dead
it is reported other bodies nave keen
recovered.
Injures 100 People.
Boulder, Col., Aug. 10 --An ex-
Plosion of dynamite following a fire
in the depot here, today injured a
hundred persons some of whom are
expected to die
A number of houses and severai
freight cars were blown to pleces,and
traffic on the railroad is temporarily
paralyzed, Four tons of dynamite ex-
ploded.
Mr. Robert Wallace returned last
night from Georgia and will remain
until the middle of September.
7
John Kelly, Trainman, Is Killed
in Arkansas on the Rock Island
John :ta years old., s.ngle:a
we1 known trainman on the Rock is-
land system, was killed at Forrest
City, Ark., last evening and his body
will arrive in Paducah tonight, and
be taken to the home of his sister,
Mrs. James Brown, 313 South
Fourth Erect. The funeral probably
will be at St. Francis de Sales church.
Details have not been received by the
family, but the following dispatch to
the Memphis papers tells of the eete-
dent: "Kelly was a member of a local
crew going weal. He was standing on.
the pilot of -the engine, making a rue
dpwn grade to catch a runaway coal
car. The engine bumped into the ear
with a great deal of force and Kelly
W5 s caught.betweon -the drawheed,
with the result that his neck was
broken. He was a member of the B
& R. T. Lodge No. 347. Memphis.
Both' Mr. Kelly:s parents areedead,
but he leaves the following brothers
and sisters: Mr. Martin Kelley, a
Well known printer; Mr. :Niched Kel-
ly, of Birds' Point, Moe Mrs. Ellen
Fields, of Boas; iki_ra Bridget Gan.,
&max, Mo.; Mrs. Susie Russian, MrS.
Mary Short and Mrs. Nannie Vlahre
leas, all of Paducah.
a
REV. PAUL BENTE J. J. FITZGERALD
PREACHES FAREWELL
, .
- The cemtrihutione to the Salva-
tion Army ,picnic fund yesterday
were $14.20, making the total $88.59
The Rev. Pant Bente will preach,
his farewell sermons ae. the Germen I
Lutheran.h Sunday morning
and evening, The morning address -
twill will he in German and the evening
xt Efatish,len. Anguat l-9. liag Rev-4-
Wrilfant Grover, of SweetiJoringse
Mo., will be installed as aastOr a the;
cloirch by the Rev, Mr Meser, of fete
Louie, and appropriate service, wie,
-be held. The Rev, Paul Bute Will go!
to Kew York Cite ' I
James .T. Fttzgerald, of Louisville,
state deputy of the Knights of Co-
lumbus and a prominent lawyer and
politician, died today at 7:30 o'clock
of Bright's disease. Mr. Fitzgerald
was well known in Paducah and had
visited the city on several occasions
to take part in entertainments and
Initiations of the Weal lodge of
Knights -of. Columbus. He was a
Prominent Elk and de/Tvered an ad-
dress at the laying of the corner
atone of the Elks' home.
Get Names of People
Who Run It
When somebody took a
:sway front Jim Pearson, colored, the
ee
INJURIES .7ovtidiebneet:4conutoce,neinhall"a ligoa?mtbhlelnigi°11es-
tablishment at Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, they have been waiting
for Patrolmen McCune and Hes-
$5 bill
sian gathered In Walter Lindsey,
Will Holden, Will Harris. B. Sledge
NOW Goodman and George Hughes
the latter charged with setting up a
game of chance. All the players
were fined $20. and Hughes was held
te the grand jury under bond of $300
The police are looking for (Wile
Trat is, female, who runs the house.
Evidence adduced indicated that
(Mile and Hughes got a "cut-out" of
every pass. That i's they took a
per cent of the stakes on the table
and testimony was presented to show
that the woman looked after the,
' cut-mete part of the time aid, acted
as "lookout" to warn the players
agahlete the approach of the police
at other times.
PROHIBITION
Boyle Will Have to Abide by
Prosecution on the Slate
Warrants
JUDGE W. M. REED'S REBUKE
Comments on Fact Thpl Fake
Tips as to His Actions
Were Given Out
THE TEXT OF HIS OPINION
In an opinion, which rebukes at-
torneys for tipping off the court's
probable action before judgment is
rendered. Judge Reed, of the circuit
court today, by agreement of (-morsel,
sustained the writ of prohibition to
restrain Police Judge Cross from try-
ing Hugh Boyle, on the charge of vi-
olating a city ordinence by selling li-
quor without a license, it refused _
to grant such a writ, as to a warrant
sworn out under the Kentucky ,stet-
utes covering the same ground.
The cases against Boy:e were dis-
missed in the police court, and Chief
of Police Collins was directed to
swear out another warrant for Boyle
in the name of the commonwealth of
Keneetky inatead 24..the city of. Pa-
-teed—
Attorney CaMpbell Flournoy agreed
that theecity`ordinance is invalid, be-
cause the amount of the penalty dif-
fers from that prescribed in the stat-
ute, covering the same offense, and a
neeeteeordie_e_ese_prebetely will be the
result.
This Is a victory for the prosecu-
tion. The statute covers exactly the
saute grounds as the city ordinance.
and the police judge_ has juriadiet:ou
IQ try the cases.
Judge Reed's rebuke to counsel
liras based on the fact that two news-
papers have published false accounts
of what the court wotaid do. When the
injunction was before Judge Reed.
the papers said he would sustain the
Injunction. He diamiseed it. They
stated later that the judge of the
court of appeals had decided that the
mayor has no right to revoke a li-
cense pending ioneol of a ease front
the police court. The judge did no
such thing and no corrections have
been made. This. mornipg a newspa-
pmeorrnsianigd that n 
grant 
Judge 
order
Rid prohibitingwi l
this
Judge David Crofts of the police eoprt
from issuing any warrants algae-
Hugh Boyle, charging him
the ordinance" with selling Wylie
without a license..The judge supple-
mented his remarks_ to extent that
he may make a general prohibitory
order, but first wanted to look up
some authorities in the litigation.
"If the judge makes the order
1"generaP it will prevent the police
Judge from Issuing or trying war-
PROF. BRINSON LEAVES;
LITTLE CHILD DIES
Smithiand, Ky., Aug: 10. (Special.)
—Prof. J. R. Brinson, primeval of
the High school, who has accepted a
similar position at Batesville. Mess.
-with Mrs. Brinson left today on the
Lee Line boat for Memphis. on their
way down the river. Prof. R. W. La-
Rue, of Calkeyville, who succeeds
him, will arrive here next week.
Infant Dies,
Benton. Ky., Aug. 10. (Special
—The infarredaughter of Mr". and
Mrte Bennett Roberts died last night
of whooping cough, complicated with
pneumonia, and will be buried this
afternoon.
FUNERAL OF Ta Le ADAMS;
CONDUCTED BY LODGES.
The body of the late D. L. Adams
will- arrive from Los Angeles, Cal.,
Monday morning at 11 e20 o'clock,
and the funeral service will be held
at 4 o'clock -1n the afternoon at the
First Baptist church, of which Mr.
Adams was a staunch member, aul
the burial will take place In Oak
Grove cemetery. The Rev. George
Cates, of LOelsville, has wired from
Tupelo, Miss., where he is leading a  • .
big meeting, that he will arrive Mon- 
day and conduct tee services. Mrs. n
L. Adams. and Miss ' Lucile Raudle
will accompany the body. The body COUNTY BEGINS AGAIN
will be taken to the Paducah under-
taking parlors, and all friends that
wilt send flowers are requested to .
send them* there. The Red- Men and, Monday the Eden Hill county
tam JawJeside lodge--of -044 Fellow* school...wile. came for the llx months'
mu have charge of the funeral. The session. This school has about _75
Pali hearer* or the. Odd Fellows Wei Pupils., Miss Maggie Harrison, of
it; is teacher this Year. Manybe. efertere .Eie G. Boone, Major Ash- oneI
craft, CA i(r,. H. Patterson, ' re' unte sehoolit ire Fit- s55--
fFor the Red Men; H. C. Rhodes. and, it be beore thie month is
Thomas Harrison and I. le Betteut7;gonte
either."
Judge Reed did no such thing: but
refused the writ so far as it affected
the statutory remedy, and upheld It
as to the ordinaece, because the ordi-
nance is palpably invalid.
Judge Heed's Opinion.
Following is the opinion of Judge
Reed In full: '
"I regret that I have been unable
so far tot intimate an opinion in
chamber to the attorneys touching
the matter involved in this contro-
versy without the newspapers pub-
lishing in advance what my decision
would be before 4e-was. rendered
This Is unfair and tiniest to the court,
and attorneys in _my opinion ehotild
await the final derimion of the-court,
ani not rush in advance to the news-
papers to have it heralded to the pub-
lic as to what the decision will be.
When the injunction proceedings,
growing out of this earns. controversy.
Was before sonic days ago, It was
without my knowledge or authority
published in the newspapers that my
decision would be a eertain way,
when in fact the decision was just the
other way when rendered. In view
f these facts, I have concluded .to
briefly give the reasons for my con-
clusions and deehrions in this contro
verse.
"I am asked to issue a writ of pro-
hibition against D. A. Cross, judge
(Continued. on page 4.)
EDEN SCHOOL IN
--
4
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S. S. S. CHRONIC TAC
CURES
Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply.
The blood is filled with itupuzities and germs which are being constantly
fed into the place through the circulation, until ell the surrounding flesh
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate "and permanent trouble.
Every symptom of an old ulcer suggests polhition ; the discharge, the red,
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant' drainage
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the blood
may be hereditary, or it may bathe remains of sonic constitutional disease,
or the effects of a long speller( sickness, leaving disease germs in the system,
or the absorption of the tef use of the body which has not been properly
expelled through then:aural channels. But wIratever the cause, the blood is
so weakened and polluted that it three not properly nourish and stimulate
the place. And the sore cannot heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep the
Bore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflatnination, but can
never permatiently beat them because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S.
goes down to the very fountain-head of the trouble, drives out all poisons
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strength
to the syetern, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of bliOod to the diseased
parts, allows the ulcer to heal natarally and permanently. Nothing reaches
inherited taints like S. S. S. it cle :uses the circulation of every trace of
hereditary disease or impurit,y, and those who have nursed and treated an old
sore for years will experience good results as soon as the system becomes
influenced by S. S. S. Book co Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free to
811 wh"rite:— -THE swirr SPECale CO., ATLANTA, --GAg
SIAM'S KING
CHLAISAGISolliN I W11.1, isit
KAISF:It .%T CASSEL.
Driudii al s • to Ik• Placed at
teri..0 in 'Honor of liletor
Hugo.
work which were le ought_ heli, nom
Loudon and Paris to dealers. The
_king bought about half of all that
wits offered to him.
Hugo Honored by Waterloo.
Brussels, Aug. iii. - simple dru-
idical-et-one is to he petted on the
battlefield of Watt.' Ike, in commemo-
ration of Victor Huge. The inscription
wa. will be "To Victor Heim. 'Immo:tat
!Bard of Water-foes' The mernoria'.
will be dedicated toviardis the end of
iof the year„and a feature of the ex-
lerchies will he a banquet at the ho-
tel where Hugo wrote the eelebratea
Berlin, Aug: lie—King Chulalong-ichapter of 'q.t., Miserabfes" (testa-Se
kern I. -will lteee Bt rim tomorrow forting the battle..
Cassel, where he we, he the guest of;
the German emperof and empress.i Cholera in St. Petersburg.
The king is occupying nearly the en-1 St. Prteksburg. Ant 10.--PubSo
tire too • itt. one of 'the principsj ho- apprehension has been aroused by the
tels, several apartments of which suspicious death of a cab driver, se
have been given up re an exhibitionlposedly from cholera. The sane
of t' pose ' al authoritiee have quarantined 16
- drivers who lived in the house wh•
•ive man died, and are taking other
igorous preventive measures.PIMPLES hi: • Ttl•liV
Ti) SIEET IN 1,0tISVILI,1E.
- • • r /-.mrtvvitte • tCv.-;---Ang -1-O.—Roberttn.-_I.. oaf rrIrreds.I! tfl
b.• ,:nir .Nupe te -------,  wound
I a. sotto
Fred C Will... ..t.....,lif . ark. N.J. .
F...W -
The Dowels
Pshitealv. Petest Tease Geed De Goo&
Rorer likkeu. Weaken or .731{.... Mr. We. Mfr. Sever
ta belt. nos ssasts• stmose.4 C C C.
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
I: Woods. president of the Keniticky
Post masters' association, has selected
September IS and 19 as the dates for
Solding the annual meeting of the
;issociation in Louisville. The asset-
, ,ation was orgenized Telt yern ittsit
tote ling of postmas-ters in this city.
The astociatIon is composed of poet-
reamer, who are appointed by the
president. The League of Fourth-
class Postmasters recently organised
will meet September 1; and 18 in this.
illy also. The meetings will be held
during the state fair week, and a
good time Is in store for the visiting
enstmasters
NO HOT FIRE
Is necessary with an
Electric Iron
Just attach it to any electric
- light socket and in two min-
utes you iron is, hot enough
for all kinds of work.
a
-•
fieneral-Electric Irons $3.50
Simplex Irons = - = $4.25
Try one for 30
days free
The Paducah Light
Power company
favour rated )
F.\ LICIN6 sr.%
DEEP WATERWAYS 1:44;ssit..Z.tater wIlb a 01 " people's Cure
for Stomach Ills
lattni1 Senile on board, and hall thirtt
one nicelyfurbished staterooms. The
• ,titan is to take a nobody ou board the
klton but tbe governors aud the fol -
NIENIHIS TING .P MEE 
,it widould be folly to say that a person '
on Owes* be his own doctor. There
MUCH INTE14144T NIANIFESTED IN
Jewels representatives of the Bus!-
sh
iness Men's League: Ex-Gotr. David R.:are times when one cannot be too quick
!Francis, Mayor Rolla Wells, ex-Mayor in consulting a competent and reliable
C. P. Wilhrldge, William K.. K„.a_ physician, but the fact does remain that
,Ninny Inquiries for Accommodations lieueh. Oaeal L. WhItelaw, Harry B. 
Were are many ailments that can ba
cured at-home at very little expense.
Such remedies' can be bought at any
first-class drug store for a small sum.
" Among the dieeages that can be effec-
tively treated at borne are such as per-
tain to the stomach, liver and bowels,
Like constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness.
aatulency, sour stomach. bloated stomach, sick
headaches. beartbum, etc. For these troubles
mills] on lialleoutts in Three
I•:%1 et`t1 Neilliher at Gettyriburg.
Months there Is ns better remedy than Dr. ealdweles
Syrup Pepsin, the 'treat herb lazati e compound.
and among ita staunchest friends are the dee-
: tors themselves. In such troubles they know
Washington, Aug. 10.---Ditring the. the/ have =thing better to °ger than the ta;len atomizes:I this t: y end bend
Aes mime- By ̀ Dee.gereg to Hawes, Murray Carleton, Elias Mich-
convention. ' Rol. Edward Devoy, Waiktr Hill and
If. Saunders,
Memphis, Aug. 10.—Inquiries re-
garding accommodations for the' del?
egations booked to attend the nation-
al/ convention of the Lakes-to- the-
Gulf Deep Waterways association at
Memphis, Oct. 4 and 5, continue to
arrive, and Secretary Warren, of the
local executive committee, is kept
kept busy answering them.
' It is expected the convention Will
Ite one of the best attended in the
history of the_ city of Memphis; cer-
tainly, the most important. The two
futures of the convention will. be.
, The Magnifffient WAIT% 'boats
and will leave St. Louis on Oct, 2
add arrive in Memphis iftcl. 4, and.
second, the big parade down Main
street. .
The decorations will be another
feature of the roevention. Main
Street will be tastefully decorated
with' bunting and stars and stripes
and the same embellishments will be
placed on the stand and in the build-
ing where the cbrivention will be held.
The very best mush' will be sectired
for the parade and convention.
Representatives of ' the Business
Men's League of St. Louis have just
returned from Alton, Ill., where they
went to meet the Mayor of that city.
While there they made arrangetnente
to secure the Altofe the boat which
will convey the governors from St.
Louis to Nfemphis. The Alton is a
new boat, and one of the prettiest
•
PE WE MOW: FAT1L THAN WAR
first three nionths of the presdnt eel- =Moral ones advise their pettialiti to take tt.
ender year more peot.le wege killed 
allo ttuszlihapraravens that at the temaneueemeat
tehesittroca bum sztertie seen a
on the railroads of the United States s lee remedy, sett ran to a 
o 
tcithan during the w with Spain and ceeeeetess rup pepsin mid have their con&
nlf y .
'the casualties *ere eer than (III l'- deuce rewarded bv a cure. A rood case in point)
lag the three days' atit 
,,13 that of Mr. Herrn. of Lawrenceville. Ill..
'burg (hiring the civil n 
at Getty* 'wits suffered from what the doctors called (*-
tur botthe stomach. He was give tip to ate
by teem leading physicians. He had no &PRO-
, During• the . months of January, tite. coulMS digest what little he 1d eat. had
February and March the total nunteemees 
li
e us. b.1141511: ihmght he would eta.
, severe ttoral in the stomach. and finally. cad.
her of casualties to passengers a Intimately he was advised et try Dr. Caldweing
-‘
nd 
Syrup Pepsin saddle so. sae now he is entirely
cured Wad has tattled 145 pounds. He natemay
advises au sufferers from weak stomach so use
ft It eau be had in GO eent and Si betties. and
results are absolutely guaranteed or mosey is
refunded.
Buy a bottle to-day and watch reunite,
eMplOyea was 20,54;3. R dirrease of
12A,1 he compared with the preceding
Ihree nionths. Passengers and etn-
:ployes to the number of 421 wee.
killed in train accidents and 4,92e
were injured, being 53 less killed anti
20 less injured than lilting the pre-
ceding three months. There were
2,075 collisions and 1,913 deratl-
Iments, passenger trains being in 323
collisions and 229 derailments. Prop-
erty losses and damages suffered be
the railroads on account of these acci-
dents amdunted to 13,536 lln.
There was a notable decrease of 21
per cent in deaths due to coupling ie•-
,eidents, but there was shown no oth,r
; important decrease in deaths due to
-tettrier causes. The- Ice-Went* coveted
In the report included two collisions
and two derailments, in wh,th 82
'peasous were killed.
Wonderful Modern Boat Breaks All
Records For River Travel at Trial
Peoria, III.. Aug. lii -Thlrty-ve
miles an hour in a motor boat was
the remarkable speed attained todge/
curve, and is the invention of C. A.
Mank0t, of Pearl; Ill. The hull and
not the engine power, according to
the inveritor, is responeible for the
high speed possible to attain.
Built tin New Lines.
The hull is built entirely on new
lines, though above the water it has
the same general appearance of the
ordinary launch. The form of tips
submerged portion is wider and of
less draft at its prow and narrows
gradually to an apex et the stern
where it is of greatest draft. The
bottom is slightly concave, both
lengthwise and crosswise. The sides
are slightly convex, both lengthwise
and vertically. By this means esery
particle of water is set in motion
gradually and ditndled with the least
possible application of power.
Instead of plowing through the wa-
ter and displacing it to each side of
the boat, the water is displaced frons
the surface downward; moving the
water in one direction only. The
Hydrocurve running at the same
speed as an ordinary boat notonly
moves the water at about one-third
of the speed, but handleselt accord-
in g to Its tendency bys.natural-
Instead of plowing into %the water-at
high _speed, the  -betehas a tendency
to rise from the water and skim over
the surface. The owner of the boat
e ordinary craft of Its kind. The
test was made on the 111Thols riser
over a measured course and under
the supervision of officers of the Illi-
nois Valley Yacht club. The bout
Which urneci tie trick_ lata.forIV-.10ot
open latNch with a pair of four cyl-
inder forty horse-power engines.
The [mat is knowr as the Hydro-
MISS ROSA McAHAN, OE IICTTF:
How After Two Years She FonM1 A
Remedy for Dandruff,
Mise--Rosa MeAhan of 211 W%st
Qnartz street, Butte, Stunt., says:
"Herpieide has thoroughly cleansed
My seat') of dandruff, with which it
was entirely covered; and it has
stopped my falling hair. I have
tried many differed! preparations In
the past two years, but none- took ef-
fort ereept ltietielbrole_• Herpleidt."
Dandruff is a germ disease. and Herp
;ride Is an -infallible destroyer of the
germ. "Destroy the cause, you re-
ruove-Lhe effect." KIII-the dandruff
germ. Ask your drug.st for Herp-
ielde. It le a delightful dressing; al-
;aye the itching; makes the hair soft
as silk. Sold by leading druggists.
Two sizes, 50 cents and SIAN. Send
10 cents in stamps for sample to The
Herpicide Company, Detroit, Mich.
W. B. McPherson, Special Agent
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE
If you need a cook, a house Le,
or house boy call old ph
einer. We have a good, list ot
house servants al way( We can
also tarnish - colored laborers
- to contractors.
Johnsoll iib Remolds
Old Phone 5994
118 Iettuty AVIAUP.
lhas patented the invention in this
I etiuntry and abroad, and says he is
confident it will revolutionize boat
ibulltling 
AO'
iris can haw a tree sasmis NilFREE TEST Irres?#•"witty.t1-...byesessezime . offor Is to owe thit So
Ilessuss we is only i.oPer. to 65ss
=is arm tem II, tor it it AM havs hey
amsapsigiermudr w 917ia.,
be roam tit:
as Oft %MIA " t
Ptt AIFET:111161C : 411111111111 Oasts
man witilvaw,. 1, w 0. c.ww  im,.
1070aldwell 1I/dg. miwisisello, lit. 
MILKS EAT BONNETS
OFF EACH OTHER'S HEADS.
Many have been the unrighteous
acts laid to the MisSouri mule, but.
according to authorities on this sub-
ject, never until yesterday has it been
said that a Missouri mule is an epi-
cure. But the man who makes this
otatement now is a Seventh street
baker, and, liepte such, he ought to
know. All the more sc, because he
gays it about his own two "Mauds."
'which are hitched every day to a
wagon to deliver bread to the baker's
custornerst ,
It Was whileillayini_as an aitateur
the. baker
eonderful tiscovery in regard to the
Missouri mule.
At this time of the ye r, when the
city pavements are sizalfillswith the
heat,the minds of all turn to thoughts
--shade, --.4•41--veme-eae,-
mane than others,• not only thought
of shade for himself, but alio planned
a way to keep his horse cool. And It
was simply by cutting holes in the
rim of a large "hayseed" hat. This
method of keeping the horse from
elreledng was invented several years
ago, and is in general use at this
time.
Every day, for over a week, when
he sent his mules+ out in the morning,
the baker would place their bonnets
nicely on their heade, tying them
with blue or pink ribbon, and ever"
night the mules would return to their
stalls mii s. the pretty headgear. The
bonnets that the Joker used were
of straw, and to thrmules, when the
sun was shining hrightlS. on the Orem
there came the odor; rrefr, or less, of
new mown hay. After a week of de-
tective work the baker found where
his‘hats were disappearing to. The
mules were eating them off each
other's heads. It -is needless to say
that the mules now roam thetreets
without headgear of any sort.--Globe
Democrat.
ilreaks All River Records.
The Hydrocurve boat came qp the
river yesterday and broke all river
records on the trip, though the own-
ers claim that It can do better. From
Alton to Peoria -is jeet let-S-
and this distance was covered in
seven and one-half hours. The own-
er of the craft claims the boat has
gone a distance of one snd one-
eighth nines in one and one-bolt min-
utes. He says high speed is just as
practicable. In small or large boats
built on this principle. He Is at the
head of a company which has been
formed to manufacture the new boats.
This afternoon former Gov. Van
Sant, of Minnesota, who is interested
in boat building on, the great lakes,
rode in the boat and expressed him-
self as highly pleased with the per-
formance.
ills boat may attempt to carry a
message from Chicago to St. Louis
Oct. 13 when Preeicient Roosevelt is
to visit St. Louis. The Illinois Val-
ley Yacht club, the Chicago Power
Boat club and the St, Louis Motor
Boat club already have plans under
way for a relay race from Chicago
to St. Louis on that date.
Further trials of this remarkable
boaLswill be made during the next
few days. A new propeller is being
emared. which it -is claimed may
drive the boat from corty to forty-
five miles an hour.
P - 
• •
HIS TOMBSTONE WILL HE A
111-NTOWTS 7V(BOULDED
Morristown, N. J•, Aug. 10—
There was taken from -Cranberry
Lake a granite boulder weighing 100
tons, which will be placed in the fam-
ily plot of Col. William Barbour in
the Patterson cemetery
y yeers ago- Col. Barbour sat
upon. the rock while on his way from
Doe r to Newton. He had just coma
to this country a poor boy, and was
obliged to walk to Sussex county.
The,Colonel , who is now a million-
aire, related with delight the time he
sat upon the boulder. It was noon-
time and he stopped to rest and eat
a frugal lunch. The thought struck
him that the stone would make a
beautiful monument and' he declared
ttiat if he ever got enough meneS he
would have it.
Several mouths ago Mr. _Barbour
called to mind the Incident, went to
Cranberry, purchased the stone, and
made arranjements for its removal.
The railroad at first declined to trans-
port the stone to Paterson, but finally
consented after constructing a spe-
cial flat mire After the rock was
brought to the railroad tracks mei
placed upon the car it was found to
be too high to pass under some of
the bridges.
Upon communicating this to Col
Barbqur it was deckled to trim oft
about thirty tons tcr obviate the diffi-
culty. The cost of the stone and it,
removal to Paterson centetety Was
more than $10,h00. •
Burke Man; Will Wed Widow.
Elkhart, Ind., Aug. 10.—Edward
Turner, an undertaker, by his gen-
tleness and sympathy made such a'
good impression on Mrs. H. Jobs, of
Bronson, Mich., today at the burin!
Iti her husband that Itle proposal of
,lufarrhige .Waa-Ancented giadj„be two
will be united here tomorrow. After
hIthe funeral the widow was taken
footle by the tredertaker; and it was
00-the WRY that illtrosissal-of mar-
rhilli was made at IiitioirOted. "
•
To Drive Out Malaria
And Build Vp the System.
Take the Old Standard CeIt()VE'S
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. You
whit -yete-are-tatchtice--ifItte 
mule is plainly printed on every bot-
tle, showing It is simply Quinine and
I in a tasteless form and the most
eff ual form. For grdwn people and
childr 7
NEW WARDROBE FOR'
STATUK OF LIBERTY.
Now York, Aug. 12.—Sixty thou-
sand dollars is to be spent to fit out
the statue of tiberty on Bedlooe
Island with a new wardrobe and ap-
purtenances thereto before next win
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rates
m Paducah to Cincinnati,
St. Louis and Memphis, which
are as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
return  $11.00
St. Louis   7.50
Memphis  740
O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richeond House.;
Telephone 66-R,
weesawerwars
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and ace you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete Stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
-I ems &slivery 1.e erny
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
. 'Both 1Pheitleas 192.
1TFItti UV, II•t:CsT Iti.
 41111111111111M111111111111111111111111111114
harden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All 1--1 ose Wepairs
Electric Hose, the worlds best, per foot__
ED. D. HANNAN
The, Sanitary 1-31umber
' Both Phones 201 132 S. niurth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
INSVRANCE A Ci EN Ts ,
ABRAM L WEIL &
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Automobile,
Office D. o.dw3,6699
•
cg:Limpboii Eituiiding, Paducah, K y.
•
Steam Boller,
Bonds,
PlateGlass,
Cargo,
Hull,
F,tevatetr.
Residence Phones Old 756New 726
ter. A now brumes dress, td cost
$1,800, will be made for the sole lady
Inhabitant of the Wand. For repair-
ing the pedestal wheel supports the
hronze feet. the size of which she at-
e- mitts to cd'hceal beneattr the folds
6f her dress, $22,440 will be spent.
resides these items, a spiral staircase
and an elevator will be installed In
her right arm.
President Gartield's Funeral Bill
Death has distioss_d that the gov-
ernment has for twenty-six years re-
'fused to pay the expenses incidertt to
the 1 neral Cf Presidt;nt ethrd,m:
taker of Washington, died some time
ago, and it has been disclosed that
the most valuable asst/of his estate
le a claim against the government for
services Incident to the funeral • of
erfield„ 
Soon after the Garfield funeral con-
gress appropriated money to defray
all expenses, and the secretary of the
treasury appointed a commission to
Investigate all the bilis. All those
presenting claims were required to
fiYe receipted bills. Speare. who h2.1
n ideas about business,
to- hand to the government • I -- •
In full for his services In advance of
receiving the. money. As payment'
could Only be made upon such re-
ceipt, 4he hands of the government
were tied, and for (Werity-stx years
Speare has been trying to get a set-
tlement. Appeals have been made to
congress by Speare to s,ecure the pay-
ment of his account. Now that the
claim ha tt passed Into other hands, it
is probable that this bill will hp paal,
by the Speare heirs agreeing to com-
ply with the government's requ::e-
ttsents.— ..4rr_trancilro chretatse _
' Society has its iemptatione, but
they are as nothing to those of soli-
tude.
4•11
ENRY AIAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
RENTroKY.
Sink Binding, 'Rank Work, Legal
and library Work • specialty.
 '‘IIIWIMIWeelelnelenteelfwergetell
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.i
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plant(installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Frau' rth St. Phonies 757
Cleo. W. Katterjohrt (Imo. A. Ciardn et-
Residence l'h ,ne 1221. Residence Phone 134' -r-f.
PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS- -
Gran itoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttresses.
Anything in cement construction we do it. Eatimates furnished.
Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.
ICITY TRANSFER CONow locatea-aiCllauber's Stable.We are ready for all kinds tef hauling.TELEFRONE 499
welswimamommisaismobv* 
W. P. Paxto.,
President
R Rudy, P. Puryear
Cashier. 'Assiettnt Coebter,
CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK
Inc cc vor•ted
0SO tel ;AC • • 1- r • • • rle:• IC•r•O&Oesaeellille.•• • • .-.•• ...I/100.0(49
Surplus I  .sh l• arac Jaw. 50.000
Stockholders liabilitt .• 41/1 or *•-• ••  100,000
Teal security to depositors .... 0250,000
Accounts of inlividuals and firms 'solicited. We appreciate
aaall as well as large depositora and accord to all the MIMI
t surteous treatment.
Interest Paid on 'Time Deposits 
OPEN 8ATURDRY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO, 9CLOOK.
Third and Wrot:dway
•
4
S
f
•
•
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The Week In Society.
MAIL, FOLLY!
--- •
On a 'day 1 met 'with Folly, ,
Knowing riota flirt was she:
She was piquant, she was Je
And she thrust out metier, ito
With a smikeeif witchere
1, upine, could not disare r,
Though 1 guessed in Len:- ereere
There was mischteein my It inner.
So It came about, you
Folly made a fool of nit'!
Folly tired of her adorer
her slave I came to he.
• Scoffeng at the love 1 bore her.
Vexed because I Mildly wore her
• Too, familiar livery.
5he sroiirk4ad -ten me
qkhorn of all my panopie.
So it was when she bereft we
Of her smile, site set Inc free—
Molly made A men of nmil
—Frank Roes Batchelder, in _Smart
Set.
- Another week that was not over-
crowded with dates has passed, and
we lind ourselves looking to the
future. True, there was plenty.' of
atnueements and therp were several
delightful 'informal musicals given
during the week. Many talented ma-
slcians are in the city, and they are
generous about aperearing on pro-
grams. The Cotlilon cluh gave the
third of its summer series of dances
Wednesday evening, and it was well
nttended. White thereate a few en-
onertalnments in prospect for next
week at the present time there will
be 'amusement for the Paducah peo-
ple the coming week,
Surprise Party.
Miss Bessie Smedley was given a
surprise oarty Monday evening an her
' home, 112$ South Fourth street, by
her Mende. Music was a delightful
feature of the evening. Miss Smed-
ley has reveutly returned from an ex-
tended visit in Clarksville, Tenn.
For Vieltors.
Mr. and Mrs. Hi II. Cleincats.enter-
Wiled informally Tuesdey at their
honie, pos Clay street, In honor of
Mr aeti Mrs. Thomas B. Duggen, of
St. Lents. Me guett. present were
the members of a party of Paducah
people that spent a week at Dixon
Springs recently.
•
Surprise Party.
A aurprIse party was given Mr. Ed
Hamm by Mears. aorge Sills and
to hear the news. The Rev. Marshall
Is the pastor of the Baptist churcheit
Kuttawa. They will reside in Kut-
tawa.
Trip on River,
The following jolly party is mak-
nig the round trip on the steerage-et
,Clyde this week. The boat left Wed-
nesday evening and she will return
from the trip,Tuesday. In the party
itt.e: Misses Garnett 'incliner, Alma
Kopf, Rosebud Hobson, Gene Morris
lielen Hills, Lillian Hobson and
Messrs. John Orme, Henry Kopf, Clif-
ford Morris, Charles leleke, Fred Gil-
liam. Mrs. Jetta Hotraoe and ALse
Alma!' Weatherald are elfhperoning
tbe party. Er. Charree-Eltif
in the morning to meet the steamer
and join the party.
—4—
For Visitor.
Miss leudere Farley% entertained
!teeth) %ening at her home, 117
Piace. In honor oilier guest
ties Eduionia Elder, of Quincey, Ili
Music was a delightful feature of the
evening and afterward dancing was
enjoyed. In the party were: Misses
Edna Goekel, Marjorie Kligcnie, of
nitiehotua; Charlotte Bower, Rozella
Farley. &More Farley, 011ie Han
.oek. Edisonia Elder and Miss Till-
• ; Messrs. Jearntan Wilkerson
Owen Bell, Charters Bower, Charles
Troutrutin, Will McCann, Robert
Bower and Henry Ruoff.
l'oreby-James.
The marriage of Miss Cott Cosby.
ot Dixon, and Mr. Shelby W. James
took placa at high noon Monday-at
the borne of the bride. It was a gitiet
vedding with only intimate friends
and reintives present. After the cere-
mony the couple left for Petoskey
and other northern health regorts for
3 three weeks' trip. Mr. James is
day operator at Union station for the
Illinois Ceutral. Mr. and Mrs. Jame;
sill reside in th'is eny on their re-
• L. V. 'Stayer). at Mr. Hamm's resi-
dence on Lincoln avenue Tuesday
evening. A delightful evening was
resent. In the party were: Messrs.
Victory Stavely, George Sills, Luther
Webb, Harris Stewart. Mr. and Mrs.
G. 'dishes May McIntosh
Stole et••inetteh, Fennie Newman
Stella 'tires, Entine-Harris and Mabel,
Ryan.
•
Miss Kittle Curare, of Srnithiand
and the Rev. R It Marshall. of Kut-
tawa. were married Wednesday morn-
ing at the residenee of the Rev. .1. L
Perryman, ;het Brunson avenue. at
11 °nitwit. The bride has brazil a Clay street. in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
brIffht :Owe! teacher In Livingston Parvle Witte. of Pittsburg, and Miss
Pie , Bradley, of Phiiadelphla. Pink
Birthday stinday. -
Mree Gottleib Dedricks -gave ei
birthday party Sunday In honor of the
eighteenth birthday of her mother,
eightieth biethday• of her mother. Mrs
Fred Tyre, Sundayshrda
Fred Tyre, at her home in Graves
county. In attendance .ere: Mrs.
Henry Seaman and chit en. Mr. and
Mrs. John leemant and daughter, Mr
and Mrs. Tony 4eeman and daughier,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Johnson and Mr. and
Dedrieks, of the county
Morning Program.
Mrs. George Flournoy entertained
Wednesday with a library morning at
her suburban home, "Lolomal lidge"
in Arcadia. iu compliment to her
brother Prof. W. M. Patterson, of
Lincoln, Neb. Prof. Patteraon have
a sensible talk on "Practical Sugges-
tions in the Stridy of English Litera-
ture." Luncheon was served after
the address.,
—41/--
Honor of Giteste.
Mrs Fanny R. Taylor entertained
at dinner Tuesday at her home, 919
carnations.' and ferns were used list
decerratione for the table. The guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. Persia Witte,
Miss Lytle, Bradley Miss Emma Mor-
eau- and Mr. (71ifford Blackburn,.
Ai F  •ert.
re---efe---seu It,
The al fresco concert giveir by
Piof. Harry Gilbele under the au-
spleen of the Church Building eociety
of the First Christian church at the
Chautaisque auditorium lit Wallace
park Tuesday evening was a complete
success and a rare musical treat for
Peduncle Light refreshments were
served at the intermission of the pro-
its no.
—kV.--
SiNili Birthday.
Little Miss Maggie McFadden cele-
brated her sixth birthday Monday
evening with a delightful party at the
i
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John McFadden, 622 Elizabeth street
Games were played and the little hoe-
tees had everything prepared tot an
enjoyable evening. Refreshments
- served- dwring the- v. ening. The
little guests present were: Masters
John Agnew, Creston liarksdale, Ran-
ted! Barksdale, Myles Butler, Rob
MeKiiiney. Vernon McCullom. Eu-
gene' White, Robert White: Misses
Flora McKinn.y, Nellie Agnew. Mar
dine Agnew and Thelma Agnew.
'
Launch Party.
COMpliilli Mary to Miss Mabel
Smith, of Owensville, Ind., who was
the guest of the Misses Beyer, Mr
rind Mrs. Howard Shelton entertained
Monday evening with a boating party
on the river. The party went to Liv-
Ingston's point, where supper was
served and afterward the party went
several miles up iebe Unneeeee river
'they returned to the city at 1e
o'clock.
_e_
Musical Monday Evening. --
Mrs. Will J. Gilbert arid Miss
Marian eNoble entertained with an In-
formal musical Monday evening at
their home. 2003 Jefferson boulevard.
The ;sweets of honer were l'rof. Harry
Gilbert, of Dallas. Tex., and Mr. S. J
Titus, of Syracuse, N. Y. The piano
was oilhe porch ahd the guests were
seated on the lawn, which was !stet-
My decorated with Japanese lanterns.
unch was served and the house was
--with- estra
instruhientarsoroT1Pwere given by
Prof. Gilbert and Mr. Will Gilbert
and the following were on the pro-
gram for vocal selections: Mr. and
Mn: Pars in Witte, of Pittsburg; Mr
S. 'J. Titus, oh Syraense; Mine Anne
Bradshaw, Mr. Richard ficentriCiffUM-P.
Emmett Bagby. -
at the Wallace park 11,a‘ liton. Among
those present were: Mr. antleMrs•
James C. Utterback, Mrs. George
Flournoy, Misses Thomas, of Mem-
phis; Sadie McGinille, of Danville,
and Ethel Brooks, Frances Wallace
May Owen, Lillie May Winstead, Ger-
trude Scott, Mlle Cabell, Bell Cave
Bette Hetgeld, Faith Langstaff, Hem.;
Alleott, Hattie Terrell, Elisabeth Sin-
nott, Philitpha Hughes and Ethel
'Morrow. and Meesrs. Morton Hand
Grover Jackson, Philo Allcott, Blan-
ton Allen, David Roger, Calhoun
Rieke, James Langstaff, Harry Gil-
bert. Douglass Bush), Charles Cox,.
Rowe Reed, James Wheeler, Fred
Wade, Walter Iverson, John Brooks,
Henry Cave, Cecil Lac). Harry Soil-
lain, Wallace Weil, Henry _Dewey,
Gus Thompson, Dr. I. B. Hpwert-and
S J. Titus. of Syracuse, N.N.
-Deirenr- -I've lost all my kinfolks.
Lady You ts.er wale .til dead?
Bettgir New; Wonian'e Borne
I emipanion
- -
CAVE IN INDIANA NIA1'
RIVAL FAMOUS SIANINI(0111
New Albany, Ind., Aug. 10.--A
search for a hog that had fallen into
a sink-bole resulted ic the discovery
on the farm of Daniel Swearens near
Milltown, on the Southern railroad.
fl;; nines west of Ne w Albany. of a
cave that promises to excel in gran-
deur and extent the Jiunous Wyan-
dotte, and it is possible that may
-. ..f.that
t3ien0 supper.
In compliment to Miss Charlotte.
Bower, whet- is spending the summer
vaeatIon with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Bower, 16-4 Farley Place,
.2 picnic supper was gives at Wallace
'park Wednesday evening. After sup-
per the party wentebout riding on the.
lake and attended the show at the
Casino. The following attended:
Misses Charlotte Bower Eudore' Par-
ley, Resella Farley, Gertrude Fisher
Edna (locket, 011ie Hancock, Ed-
motile Elder, and Messrs. Will Mc-
Cann. German Wilkerson, Ratph But-
ler, Charlie Trodtinan, Oran Bell
Robert Bower. Stoddard Robertson
Sam Abell, Math.. Bower. Lennie
Vail. Mrs. Bower. Mrs. Morris and
Mrs. Vize chaperoned the crowd.
Cotillion (lath Dance.
Wednesday night the third of the
ries of summer (Li
SOME no STRANGE PETS KEPT
1911 fitOVAL IIVOM .
There seems to be a growing te:
dency autong r the royal hotee of 111
courts of Europe to harbor strait.,
and unconventional pets- -a hat.
which has hitherto been almost
elusively contineed to women more I •
less intimately connected with ti,
stage.
The Keller, it seems, does net .,,
prove of the bullion, for he ha.
than once vigorous& pr
against his extravagant daughe
law, Priuceas Eitel-Frienfrich's
'chant for pet monkeys. At Potsdie
she' has a model monkey house, et
taining no fewer than fourteen
thee animals. One of them te
a few weeks ago and wrought
havoc in the imperial gardens
It was captured by the retired
commissioned officer who is responsi-
ble for die welfare of the Princes,'
'pets.
The beautiful Countess of Montig-
nosto whase unhappe Marriage to-the
King of Saxony ended in her divorce:
is Said to seek for consolation at
hat;ing been deprived of her children
in the extraordinary interest se
takes in a number of American igua -
nas, which she feeds berseK. The.
Countess' vegetable bill for her pet
Is said to amount to 100 marks a
week.
Another royal woman vitno has a
weakness for lizards is the Duchess
Vera of Wurtem•berg, but it Is to
chameleons that she is more particu-
larly attached still a Rte-
elan Grand Die:limes she indulged lo
fancy for these carious pets. and
with them ehe created a mild settee-
tion at Stuttgart when, in 1877. she
Sao married to the late Duke Eugene.
Duchess Vera Is never tired of watch-
ing her eitaiseenoine shooting ratt thei
tongues to a length of ix or seven
Inches.
Princess Midegarde of Bavaria, a
daughter of Prince Rupprecht, re-
eeived last month, as a birthday pres-
ent from the hereditary Grand Duke
of elecklenburg-Strelitz, a Perkian
lynx, or. caratal. which he had
brought bark with him from German
East Africa. It is a handsome bright
brown creature with a long tall, and.
although naturally fierce in disposi-
tem, It bees earned to take meat di-
trete!' s.,0148, pc its royal
The Czar's one and only cheat-
aunt, the Grand Duchess Alesandra
Joseforna of Russia bought two Pair
of camels some years ago, while on
a visit to the Ceueasue, and at her
ce,e rated cavern, the longest route
of which is eleven long.
- No importance has been attached
to a bottomless sinkhole in the barn-
yard of the Swearens family until a
few days ago *hen a hog fell into the 
ca." -timerpeertene...- .8.weeeee,4.1asely autaida_Ste Zeteis
got a rope god lowered himself to
the bottom of the pit, when to his
amazement he rosin I himself In a
suirterranean" I 11 of surpassing
beauty.
For more than a mile the aston-
ished farmer was Ted by curiosit)
from room to :nom, until he finally
lei•ame unearly for fear that he might
get aist, and retraced his steps to the
entrance without finding either the
lest hog or the end of the cave. Mr.
Seesrees is organizing an exploring
party with a view of thoroughly ex-
ploring the new cavern.
(hie of the Happenings.
In a written examination on as-
tronomy on'e of the questems was,
"What happens when there Is an
eclipse of the moon?"
A student with a goof knack of
getting out of a difficulty ,','rote:
"A ;trent many people come out to
look at it "- -London Tid-Bits.
she devotes much of 'her time each
summer to her somewhat uteommon
pets. She has now no fewer than
17 of the animals, and several zoo:-
est/ice! gardens in various RusMan
towns have ben presented with ant-
male bred upon the Grand Duchess'
;estate.
It Is reserved to the Bareness von
1HeJdburg, the morganatic and third
'wife of Duke George It of saxe-Men-
ingen, to he a royal lover of snake*.
She has several of them, and they are
so tame that now and then she horri-
lies tier husband's Wends in; appear-
ing at the table with one of the rep-
tiles cored around her neck The
Barouess, who was born plain Helena
Franz, has (although she is his third
wife) lived happily with her husband
for no fewer than thirt)-four years.
Ella•ii Terry's Fine Part.
The foremost English actress of
our times, Ellen Terry, who lest year
eelebrated her jubilee that marked
a
WANTED!
Ly
Voting Mee end Worueu for position:, of It ,
where intelligent service will be appreciated ...it
paid for— 4
Laferienced Men :tad Women for positionS rc-
iluirlog ability and tact—
People of All Ages, ut all telents, of diverN
abl ties. for aultable lilies of employment -
Used 'Pilings-such as l'ianes, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instruuteot, Writiog Sia,chines,
Cash ftegisters, Store and ()dice Fixtures, TA
ing Machines, It siks, Engravings, Post-Cat t
Statup Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind—
Horses sod Carriages, trucks business wagons,
hieyoles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, sojourn-
Real Estate -Iota, plots, amen, leaseholds, 'qui
ties, houses, flees, apartments, etere8 --
instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano, short hand, accountloar, correspondence.
language. dant:ink—.
Places L41 Live • houses, apartments, furuisned
rooms, boarding places where life 1.1111fnterestiug.
These are some of the thousands
of people and things that are
—wanted" in this city just now,
and if you can any these
-
I INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC 1
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
years, has wiaten a ciletunug auto-
biography, MeC:nre's Magmata is the'
fortunate publisher and will present
from time to time portions of It deal-
ing with separate events. The gret
part, "Memories of My Childhood,"
appears in the June McClure's. and
we quote front this Terry's account
.140:z fffirsivearance-oti
1856, as "Matuilins" in the Keens'
London productitio of "A Winter's
Tla re Is something, I suppose, in a
woman': nature which always makes
seri i relied tere,et oiticr and eel.,
otts were the tears I shed, but the
little incklent. SO mortnying to Inc.
dld not spoil my first appearance a'-
together. The Times of May 3., 1856,
was kind enough to toll me "viva•
dons and precocious." and no par-
ents were pleased taitheugh they'
hot alibi' It tooe Otheb1 
line Kean gave me a pat on the back.
Father and Kate were both in the
cast, too, I ought to lave said, and
the Queen, Prince Albert, and the
Princess Royal were ad in a box on
the first night.
her refit. miss', -ho--she--we'd dressed _
at eq)ecially eventful moment of
her 1:fe, and 1 can see myself, as
though it were iesterday, in the lit-
t:' red and silver dregs I wore as
Mamillue. Mrs. Grieve, theetreeser--
"Peter Grievo-us," as we children
called ber--had pulled me into my
eery pink tights (they were very
tight according to the pictures of meS
and my mother had arranged my
hair, in sausage cur's on ench side of
my head, In peen more perfect ord.
and regularity than usual. Beset,
my clothes, I had a beautiful "preI
ertye to b proud of! This Was a gel.
cart, which had been made in the
theater by Mr. Bradshaw, and was
an enact copy of a child's toy as d.
'Meted on a Greek vase. It was ti
duty to drag this little cart about •
Page, and on the flrit night. wt
Mrs. Kean as Leputee told :I
play," I obeyed his Meerut' ,1,
such vigor that I tripped over '
handle and came down on my bat
A titter ran through the house. :••
is an u•
pi his awe book, "Three Acres
and a Lying." Bolton Hall quotes
a Hebrew pzoverb: "if a man make
but a monse-trap better than his fel-
lows, though he makes his tent In
the wilderness, the world will beat a,
path to hie door."
HAVE TAKE SIN
SENT TO VOL'
ON YOUR VACATION.
MAILED FOR 2eiC
A MONTY.
,
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1-PROFI!  LOSINOTIME 1 Profits Vanished=Prices Crashing the  Coming Week in August 
I
.It is  profit losing time
now in this store, but it
wine the summer foods
1
into cash quick)y, and
that's the main point
with us._ ::
-
seammealime
Perhaps you do, but most likely you do not, understand the full meaning of this announcement. Here is what we mean: We will place match-
less aild unequaled bargain opportunities before you the coming week, because.our profit setting time for this season is up' and because this sale
is planned as part of Mr. and Mrs. Harbour's preparation to get ready by the close of the coming week to leave for New York City on their
autumn buying trip. The goods in this sale are the kind you need. now, but they have lingered in our possession long enough. Last week they
were shorn of profit. The coming week they go crashing below the cost of production, not to mention the cost of selling. It will certainly be
good judgment to turn your thoughts in our direction and attend this sale the coming week.
3.i*-1.4110TS FROM THE MILLINE- _
RV DEPARTMENT.
All trimmed bats at cost.
Untritrimed "Hits .,.  29c
That vivre- 75c iv $2.01.1.
White an Black gallors 25c
That were '
Any Untrimmed Leghorns in stock
at cost.
'Any Flovieil in the homse at cost.
large assortment of the newest
things in veils.
NEXT WEEK'S OPPORTUNITIES IN
• OREM GOODS.
There has bein and will be no time
like this to get good Dress Goods at
Oreat rSartngt: 04If Ap nital Sale of
Remnants and Dress Patterns of all
kinds of Dress Goods begins next
week
12 1-2c instead of 26c.
19e instead of 35e.
28e to 35e instead of 50e•
46e instead of 64C to 'Llee
Sc instead of $1.00 and $1.25. ,
Silk Bargains will be displayed on
our counters -The "goratnir Woke Prities
eiainly marked.
GLAD TO TELL IOC A/MUT SOMIV;
RANDOM BARGAINS.
rimy. woman's purse will be eold
next week at a 1-4, a 1-3 or a 1-2 off.
Their regular prices are 25c, 50c,
75c, $1, $1.25 and $1.50. The new
prices will be 1e, 29e, 38e, 49c, 69c,
75e and 89e.
Women's Bets are 10e, 207s, 25e,
50c,, 75c, $1. Next week's -prices -5c.
10c, '15e, 25e, 39e and 48e. •
• Women's Long White Sitk Gloves
e are Ii. $1.25 and $1.50. Thelr_Atett
'week's prices will he 'Ace tine and
95c a. pair. '
Prices (Horn on Laces and Embroi-
deries.
Lace All-Overs at deep-cuts In the
price:
Lawns still 3
Some 8 and, 10c wash goods 4 7-Se,
Some 15c mild 20c wash goods at
7 1-2c.
35c Imported Dress Linens, white
and. rolors, at 19c.
Sonto Imported Novelty Linens at
iGe a yard.
LEATHER SUIT CASES. .
It's aehargsin eall, We can only eile-
Stverettretneerhile we have them. If
YOU want them at these prices, don't
delay They come $2..98, $3.19 and
$4 50, worth from one to two dollars
more. -
PLUMS FROM THI.; SKIRT w tisT
STO('K.
75e Trimmed White Lawn Waists.49c
$I no White Lawn Waists  69c
$1 25 tchite Isawn Waists. ...79c
$1,50 White Lawn Waists C  96e
$2.00,White Lawn Waists....$1•49C
$3.00 White Lawn Waists  $1.95 ,
$,1.50 and .$3.75 Jap 811k Waists
2.48$4.90 and_15.00 Jap Silk Wan,Ils 
 $2.95
$6.941 Jap Silk and Net Waists $3.85,
SYMBOLS OF's OUR NEXT WEEK'S
SKIRT BARGAINS.' -
Wash Skirts at 39e. 19e, 99c and
$1.49.
A big assorted lot of Women's Tai-
lored Skirts at $1.39. $1.95, $2.45,
$3.35, $3.85. $4.45, $4.85 and $6-45...
All are bargains away out of the or-
dinary.
liOsIERY AND SUMIIER UNDER-
WEAR AT NEXT WEEK'S .
SALE PRICES.
pairs Children's and Misses Lace
Etriem 23e Ilmte_fOr 5.1tr
2,0c Chlidhenli and Misses Lace
Stripe Hose for 15e.
15e Misses_atol Children's Lace
Stripe Hose for,_ 111/4c.
5De Women's Lace Stripe Hose at
.35c 3 pairs for $1.00.
25e. Women's Lace Stripe Hose for
19c.
Ii0Women's Gauze Vestabat 7 14 c.
12fec Gauze Vests at 9c and l'ec.
WILL MAKE FRESH INTEREST
IN MATTIVGS, CARPETS, DRUG-
GETS AND LACE CURTAINS
NEXT WEEK.
Matting prices lowered for next
week, 10 eic, 121/2c, lie. 17c, _18e,
19e-and 23e.
Druggets $1, $8, to $5 off of retai-
ler prices next week,
Carpet' prices off Sc to 10c a yard
next week, -
WE AIRE NETER :WEN NEXT WEEK
ROY'S, TOO.
Men's cool knit underwear; 59c
Shirts and Drawers 39c.
Cool Straw Mats.
25c kinds 1.9e.
'50e kinds 38e,
75c kinds 41c.
1-1,00 kinds 75e. _
$1.5u Panarnas 97e.
$2.p.0 PanaMas $1.45.
Men's Elastic Seam Draws 45c.
Men's 50c. Negligee Shirts 39e.
•' '
Harbour's. 'Department Store
Men's 65e Negligee Shirts 46e.
.Men's $1 eft Shirts 69c.
Men's Light Weight Snits at it
fourth, a third and some half off
Boys' Washable- Suits one-fourth
off •
Find what the price is and take
off cme-fotirth. A $3 suit would be
$2 25, and RO on.
OUR GREAT AUGUST SALE OF
ALL 'KINDS OF SHOES (Ni)
SLIPPERS.
Grows More interesting.
The lowest prices in the city The
kind of Spppers and Oxfords that-you
leant right-now.
65e to 85c Children's and Misses'
White Canvas Blucher Oxfords, per
pair at   50c
75e to 90e Children's and Misses'
Black Kid Oxfords, per pair  lenc
$1.00 Children's and Misses' White
and Colored Canvas and Black Lid_
• Oxfoids, per pair at  73c
$1 2'5 Children's and Misses White
Canvas Klid and Pktent Oxfords,
per pair at  $1.00
$1.04 Women's White. Canvas and
Slack Kid Oxfords, per palr..
$1.25 Women's White Canvas and
Black Kid Oxfords, per pair. .$1.00
$1.50 Women's Patent and Kid Ox-
fords, per pair at 
$2.00 Women's Patent Kid Ox-
fords. per pair at  41.54)
$2.:vto Women's Oxfords per pair
at  41.85
$3.410 Women's Oxfords, per pair
at  192.55
C:.50 Women's Oxfords, per pair
net  4.112.715
Men's $1.51T White Canvas Shoes
and Oxfords, per pair at .... 75c
Men's $2.0.0 Kid and Patent Ox-
fords, per pair at.  01.50
Migi's $2.50 Patent Eid art Russet
Oxfords, per pair at  *1,15(1
Men's,$3.00 Kid Patent and Gin
Metal Oxfords, per pair at . at'.! to
Men's $3.50 Patent Kid and Pat
ent Colt (Werth, per pair   19•2 •-•
Men's $1.0i11Rdent Kid and Pat
ent Colt Oxfords, per Nil- at 112.15i
Men's 96.00 Patent Kid and Pat.
ent Colt Shoes, per pair at   $13.ft5
•
"North Third Street
JUST OFF %ROADWAY •
e
trans Pont
tabucab Sun la"• 
platuribility. For instance
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUSLIStfiNOCU.
treCoarteitaTicar• F. IL FISHER, President.
lit PAXTON. Qeuerat Manager.
Mitered at the postoffice at Padwoeh.
EY., as seemed class matter.
istinecturTtoir EATicst
- ---
Mtn DAILY SUN
,r ter, peP week e .10
By snail. per month In advance... .26
By mall, per year, in a4vo.m•e....12.60
THE WEEKLY NUN
Per year, by malt. postage paid..$1.110
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky. 
Office, 116 South Third Phone NI
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE SUN cap be found at the follow-
ing places:
- R. D. Clements & Co.
Van Cutin Bros.
Palmer Rouse.
John Wilhelm.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10.
- CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
. • July, 1007.
I 920 17 3903
V 3895 18., 3906
3 3895 II  3914
6 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10........3990 25  3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
13 8918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
141 noo 31 3833
Toted   101,923
July average '3  920
Personally appeared before The,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The •Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sug for the
month of July, 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
311.-1948.
Daily Thought.
"We are here to till a certain place
•and WO muet fill that place well, no
matter what our vocation may be."
THE REPUBLICAN TWEET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will-
non, of Lorlsville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Oox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt. of Chrietian county.
For Auditor-Frank P. James. of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
Fer Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structiou-J. S. :rabbe, of Boyd
00tInty.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
•--N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George O. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jalle- George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlsehlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. 5111:er.
Councilmen- Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston
er: Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees-- First ward, W. M.
Karnes, Second ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
It is to be hoped that Chicago and
Pittsburg will not return Democratic
congressmen in their anxiety to
abolish the smoke nuisance.
when a heavily armed desperado bat
been brought in by two unarmed
men, obeying their simplest com-
mands, and then turns on his (-tiptoes
after he is surrounded by officers
only to be overpowered by a gentle-
man from Mississippi, who, oddly
enough, had once before had occas-
lOn to shoot the prisoner, a•thousand
miles from here, it would be no
trouble to give the fictitious gentle-
man from Mississippi some sort of a
lame. The addition of some simple
cognomen could not detract from the
Ruth of a story that had no truth In
it to begin with.
Another "penny dreadful" of the
same issue lacked only the one
e.owning detail, that Police Judge
Cross was so grieved and shocked
oier the atrocity of the crime that.
he assessed against the prisoner a
fine of $5, the penalty commonly ap-
plied to an habitual drunkard. That
this litua---was._assessed. before 10
o'clock in the morning and the story
appeared on the street somewhere
about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, does
not add strength to the assumption
that the police reporter overlooked
this Rem.. We should rather infer
that he took due cognizance of the
rule, that in the judicious selection
of material for a story, nice discrim-
ination requires ,as careful attention
to what to leave out as to what to
put in.
When a man goes out hunting for
trouble, everybody seems glad to
hand it to him.
Paducah's policemen are surely in
bad. Patrolman Hill is charged with
a grievous offense by the bartender
of a saloon, the proprietor of whh
Hill arrested for alleged Sunday sell-
ing. ifid be and Patrolman Rogers
are also accused be the madam of a
bawdy house, who has been arrested
frequently. Patrolman Rogers is
one of the policemen, who arrested a
saloonkeeper for Sunday selling, and
'has attacked by the News-Democrat
for his officiousness. "He constituted
himself a smelling committee" on
that occasion, to use the words of
the News-Democrat. "Pernicious
activity," seems to be one of the
chief offenses of these policemen.
 -42------
-If the stackers will eontribute to
the strike fund all they save by rea-
son ci! the Chit-ago "tickers" being
out '6'r commission, the telegraphers
will be sure to win.
5
 , "Sisialinse-Pertel' essuadse like-warns.
thing to drink and acts like it.
When a prisoner is tried In the po-
lice court immediately fo lowing the
commission of an offense, it gen•
erally possible to get the witnesses
before the court; but when the case
is appealed to the circuit court. 'et.-
eral months elapse, wituesses forge'..
and some times mysteriously disap-
pear, and the chances of conviction
are lessened. Now, when a prisonio
appears in police court, and refuses
tc plead and introduce witnesses in
his defense, and the court accept,
this as confession, the court has dis-
cretion, either to assess a fine less
than rle and thus prevent an appet.)
from a judgment the prisoner tech-
nically confesses, or to assess a line
so that the prisoner may appeal, 9,,V
secure the advantage of this lapse .A
time before trial in the circuit come
Mayor Yeiser and Chief of Police
Colins, with City Solicitor Campbell,
are receiving mighty little support
from their party organs 'In their fight
for the enforcement of the Sunday
laws. Somebody is evidently at-
tempting to embarrass Circuit Judge
Reed and becloud the issues. Before
Judas Reed dissoWed the injunction
Tint! wira-,-s. A. Iftitierituk Mar- against the mayor in-the Hugh Boyle
ease, these papers printed stories ap-
pac-ently emanating from the side of
the defense, that Judge Reed had de-
termined to sustain the injunction
Then when Judge Barker of the court
of appeals sustained Judge Reed,
the same papers printed the false
Information that Judge Barker had
decided the mayor could not revoke
Boyle's license. Today we see ad-
tance information ot Judge 'Reed's
intention in regard to the writ of
prohibition, also suspiciously favor-
able to the defense. It must be
p'easant for Judge Reed to have his
mind read and his judgments given
publicity In advance.
-The News-Democrat had on its
fighting clothes yesterday. It reached
away arouad to slap James P. Smith,
candidate for mayor, on the wrist.
and struck the lore optionists a
solar plexus blow. It's always well
to know whom- one has to fight, and
the News-Democrat's making com-
mon cause against the two, no doubt
flzes the status of its candidate for
mayor and the reason the News-Dem-
ocrat is for him.
The police commissioners look
mighty confident whenever anyone
speaks of their removal, should Tom
Harrison be eletted mayor,
FAKING T-11F.NPV. VS.
Whether the editorial policie of the
News-Democrat is hued on the police
reporter's flights of fancy or whether
that astute youth is given serves to
the edhorial files and shapes the
news to the policy of the paper, one
is unable to judge from perusal of
its columns, but the fart is patent
thet---news-stortes- of Thursday were
written overeigain for May's paper
In an entirely different vein from
that of their brie appearance, and
they harmonixed almost too well. both
In spirit and style, with the editorial
leader. And ste would commend to
the youth Whose fancy painted the
fronts page-horrors a _simple rale of
• 'trawapaperdom fakinethe details
of a news story, always give some
consideration to apparent consistency
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS:
A cross disposition is no evidence
of bearing the, Divine cross,
consei_ence beromes atrophied
the cr:tii faculties-often become ac-
tive,
"What would you do if yeti were
in my place " asked the government
clerk of friend.
"Why, I'd simply draw my•ealary
just as you do!" was the reply.-s-
Yonbers Statesman,
"You bore me with your dangers
of alcohol. Look at me: I am seven-
t - six and always take two absinthes
every day."
"Alt, my friend, pi-pliably if you
hadn't done that you 'would be a
centenarian now."-Bon Vivant.
The Seems Ages of Man.
1. Rock age: •The infant.
2, Cooper age: The kid
3. Brass age: The adolescent per-
od
4, Iron age: Sad and flat for the
wife,
5. Steel, or steal age: the trust di-
ntE PADUCAH EvExriva, styv
STRIKE SPREADS
TO POSTAL CO.
Disorder Breaks Out in Chi-
cago Today
Trend of Movement Among Tele-
graph Operators Southward and
Westward at First.
SOME TROUBLE IN DETROIT.
Chicago, Aug. 10.-Ualeu leaders
have 1, et control of the Comm.!.rcial
Telegraphers' strike, being ca:ried
alorig in avalanche of teeentnitn,
felt toward the Postal ae.d Western
Union companies. Until today the
sweep of the strike has been toward
the south and west.
Disorder has started in Chicago A
strike breaker name) Le.6hton, was
assaulted by three men elite leasieg
the Postal and badly beaten. The
n:ayor ,has ordered the union to
abandop picket lines about the build-
ings of both companies. This hr.
caused much feeling among opera-
10.141.
Railroad operators announce they
will quit if tompelled to handle com-
mercial business. Officials of the
teiegraph companies dee.are it is a
fight to a finish,
In Detroit.
Detroit, Aug. 10.-Twenty-five op-
erators struck here last night, follows
lag the dismissal of one of their num
ber for refusing to work the Chicago
wire. Operator was reinstated and
the men returned after voting not to
eork with non-unionists.
Government Aid.
Chicago. Aug 10.-Secretary Rus-
sell. of the Commercial Telegraphers,
is in conference with attorneys of the
union preparing, it is said, to ask
the federal government to seize the
properties of the Western Union and
Postal Telegraph 601111)anies. Drovid-
in# the strike continues to spread
Under the terms of the federal stat-
ute, giving the government power to
take over properties of telegraph
companies as a matter of public eie
pediency when companies are unable
to operate (hem.
At New Orleans.
New Orleans, Aug. I0.-Western
Union telegraph operators have
truck, joining the Postal's force
which went out last night.
DUN'S REVIEW.
1108110161NKNOWA4261**006.111860819
New York, Aug 10 - Dun'e Re-
view says:
Bank clearlugs in the first week
of August at all leading cities ttrthe
United States, with the exception of'
leo, are in exsess of preceding years
the total of exchanges for the week
at all leading cities outside of New
ork being $862,679,371, an In-
c/ease of 11.4 per cent, over last
year, and 21.5 per cent, over the cor-
responding week of 1905. There is
a good gain of every city except New
Orleans, where a small loss is revord-
ed, and at the west continued activ-
ity is reflected in the exceptional to-
tals there. The loss at New York
City still carries the total of all cit-
ies below last year, but is almost
wholly due to the small volume of
Winstreet fransactions this year.
oir"oss..6111110'\0041.1"01
0
Every day now sees new_addi-
lions to our great clearances
and every day they are being,
more appreciated by our cus-
tomers. Now we have added:
All 25e Wash Tie.  20c
(il for 50c.)
All 50c Wash Ties /t5c
(4 for 411.00.)
All Straw Halm One-Fourth off.
Ail Trousers one-mmrth
This includes men**, and boys'.
1041 jg a Rio, Dw
1&,(1,1!zrys,
he. id
* ler you 10 people you -know well for
ticalpai t once, and who will tell yoli
AT THE CHURCHESt
Presbyterian.
KENTUCKY AVENUE--Ths Rey
J. R. Henry, pastor. Preaching tomor-
row morning at 10:45 o'clock by Mr.
Pierson Lockwood. No evening ser-
vireo. Christian 'Endeavor society at
6:45 o'clock. Mr. LockWood, who is
president of the Christian Boys' club
and an active church worker, is pre-
paring to enter a theological semina-
ry. He is the son of Mr. Joseph Lock-
wood, of South Sixth street.
FIRST--The Rev, W. E. Cave, pas-
tor. No .preaching services. Sunday
-school at 9:30 o'clock. Sunday school
at Mizpal2 Mission at 2:30 o'clock; at
Hebron Mission at 3 o'clock.
CUMBERLAND-The Rev. Joseph
Mit.eskey, pastor. Sunday school at
9:30.
Methodist. •
TRIMBLE STREET-The Rev. 0
W Banks, paetor, Morning subject.'
"The Value Of a Quiet and Peaceful
Life." Evening eubject: ."The Legal
Suppression 'ofthe Saloon and its De-
velopment."
BROADWAY-The Rev, W. T.
Boiling, pastor. No services tomor-
row. Sunday school as usual.
THIRD STREET-The Rev. Peter
Fields pastor. Usual morning and
evening services.
German.
EVANGELICAL-The Re,. Wil-
liam Bourquin, pastor. No morning
services, Evening subject: "Thinking
and Being."
LUTHERAN-The Rev. Paul Ben-,
te will preach at the usual hours,
morning and evening.
iSAPTIST.
F'IRST--The Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son, pastor. The Rev. H. Clay Hope-,
well, of the Olivet Baptist church,
will fill the pulpit at the morning
hour, The Rev, J. 0. Cole. of Indian
Territory, will preach In toe even-
ing.
SECOND-The Rev, L. G. Graham,.
pastor. Usual services.
trE NT H trr IISET-the Rev. -Geo
Farley, pastor. Morning subject:
"The Heaverrly Vision." Usual even-
ing services.
FIRST- The Rev. Samuel B.
Moore, pastor. Sermon and Lord's
-444s4-4.-- 5,4-154+----1404)40414
"Lest We Forget." Sunday school at
91nn o'clock. No evening services,
grievele ))y, judgment of the Paducah
poltee court, 'and hilt 'relftede -in this
regard is just as adequate and just
as perfect as any other citizen of the
commonwealth who might be prose-
cuted by warrant and convicted in
said Paducah police court in one or
aoy number -of prosegotionts. Hence
Isconclude' that I would be excesssling
the powers given or confided to me
by law to issue a writ of prohibition
in a case of this kind.Roman Catholic.
ST. FRANCIS DE SALES-- e
suing warrants or trying the plaintiffRev. H. W. Janseti,- intstor. Maas at
8 and 10:30 o'clock in the morning. herein, Hugh Boyle, for selling spir-
Vespers at 7:30 o'clock. ' Rous, vinous or malt liquors without
a license, either in the name of the
city of Paducah for a violation ofChristian Science,
Services Sunday 10:30 a. ne Wed_ section thirteen of the ordinances of
the city of Paducah, approved Decem-nesday, 7:30 p. m.; .Sunday school
st 9:30 a.' m. Hall 527 1-2 Broad- her 31. 19.06, or in the name of th
eommontve.alth for a violation of tilt ,way. Public invited,
provisions of the Kentucky statutes.]
"Section 168 of the constitutionEpiscopal.
provides in substance, that no munic-GRACE- The Rev. David C.
!pal ordinance shall fix a,penalty forWright, rector. The rector has re-
the violation thereof at less than thatturned from his vacation, but during
imposed by the statutes of KentuckyAugust the only, Sunday service will
be the Holy Communion at 7:30 a. m.ifee-eite same or a like offense, and
school that a conviction or acquits', underOther services and Stinday
either the ordinance or the general
law shall he a bar to the prosecution
under the other.
"Section 1304 of the K,entuckv
omitted until int-tiler notice,
Set-emit Day Adventists.
ServIces every Saturday at S21
South -Sixth street. Sabbath school statutes fixes the penalty for selling
2:30 p.- m. Preaching 3:30 p. m. A:1 wspiltrhiotouuts,a vinous e or t nmotalltessilgtuhoarns
twenty (20) dollars nor more than
one hundred (100) dollars, whileSalvation Army.
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broad- section thirteen of the said ordinance
way, 10 a m.; Fourth and Broad- fixes the penalty at not less than ten
y.-71 s'eTefr k  illeettirg-at :1-41-01-dottartr- hot- more nun- fifty
p m.; Fourth and Broadway, 7 p. ne; (50) dollars, hence I conclittle.thA
inside meeting 8 -p. in. Meetings eV- said section thirteeli of said ordi-
ery night except Monday. Headquar- mince is unconstitutional and void
:ea at 130 Broadway. and that Judge Cross has no right to'
try the defendant In a prosecution
thereunder.
"But according to the decision of'
our court of appeals, which in latter
years have somewhat enlarged the
powers of the circuit court and court
eon. Nevertheless, 
of appeals to grant writs of prohibi-
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT tvheer t powerhe l   mans 
only 
nul; nderstandoxer_
kee7reedr"ewheralreUittesmi 1"rialbhPt". els% elL:oz-rth°6e cised when an inferior court is acting
money-Sack plan everywnert. Price 50 mail. beyond or outside of Its jurislictfon,
or where some.court of general juris-
diction or super-1'13r jurisdiction to,
said inferior court, has already taken'
jurisdiction of the subject matter of
the action, or when the remedy to
the party by appeal would not be ade-
quate to the protectioc of the rights
of the litigant or person seeking the
writ of prohibition. I havegio dt-
eulty therefore, in reaching, the con-
clusion that a temporary writ of pro-
hibition should issue against Judge
Cross preventing him from trying
the defendant under said section
thirteen of the said ordinance. But
am asked to go further ant restrain
said judge from -trying the defendant
in prosecutions in the name of the
COmmonWealth for a Violation of said
section 13'04 of the Kentucky statutes
for selling spiritona, vinotts and malt
liquors without a license. This ques-
tion must be determined by ascer-
taining whether the defendant hike a
right of appeal from any judgment
that may be rendered against him,
and_Wherffier said...right of appeal at.
fords him an adequate remedy. It
I.; alleged in the petition and contend-
prescriptions as from the illness, but,
ethdabtylitehebacaolinnoserligfhotr of
fIainiiff 
appeal,
 Boyleand 
in Osteopathy you eaperience none of
.11,3,, time of that if any such right be, that it isthis. Let Me tell you at
the great trtieceses I *ill having with not an adequate remedy. The lowest
the treatment In laduceb. shall re- line that arirbe assessed against him,
in: Jaradecution under said section
is taillrety (10) dollars and an
appeal is allowed in.. 101 such cases fu
are hearttly invited.
11DAl, t.t sl 10.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
w li. are waking a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At-Once.
NO WRIT OF
PROHIBITION
(Concluded from First Page.)
of the Paducah police court, to pro-
hibit and restrain said judge from Is-
Church Notes.
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway Methodist churchwill
meet Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock
at the church
Engagements.
Out of the city, will return about
the 17th
M'FADDEN STUDIO.
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
is usually beginning to feel the strain
qf the hot summer montns and the
different orgaiie need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal elf
ness.
Good health is aseatred, however If
YOu 'heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders---ma-
laria, general wordsout, and run-
down, conditions.biliousness, stomach
and, bowel disorders of all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
treatment, led- have
attending ill effects. Usually you are
as „ill from the customary medical
 just *hat it ha* done for them.
7. Golden age. Death always .pre- DR. G.,(1 FROAGE. the McCracken circuit court, 'which
cedea it -.Bohemian Magazine. W".11111111"1"1114"4".1,516 Broadway, upstairs. Phone 1406. is the usual romor for parties ag-
t
. 6. &Iv* age: Etridit'diange
"It is therefore ordered and ad-
ludited that the teMporary restrain-
ing order asked for by the plaintiff,
in so far as it seeks to restrain the
judge of the Paducah police court
from trying the plaintiff, Hugh Boyle,
for selling spiritous, vinous and malt
liquors in violation of said section
thirteen of said ordinance 18 granted
and -*aid -indge fellow restrained nevi -
prohibited from taking jurisdiction
or trying said Hugh Boyle under said -
ordinance. But the writ as to prose-
cutions in said court uuder the gen-
eral law and under said section 1304,
ia denied and refused,"
Big Children.
New Zealand has a way of doing
remarkable things. Two children
horn that island are visiting relatives
la Wesineebnry, England. They are
said to be biggest children of their
age in the world. One, a hog of 11
eears old, is I. feet 3 inches high and
ettip,hs over 280 pounds. His slater,
who is 13 years old, is 5 feet VA
inches high and weighs 242 pounds
Wallace Park Casino
One Week, Commencing
onday, Aug. 12
Grand Musical Engagement by the South's
Most Famous Vocalist
Mrs. John A.Caltrey
Dram ettic Soprano.
Assisted by
Miss Shellye Burrows
Miss Nelle Burrows
-Piartint and Impersonator
Chage of Program Nightly
tj
*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10,
(tea
6tqles
Can be seen now in our
Juit
If you are going away or for any Cause need a
new suit, let us show you our latest arrivals.
'few Aleas dn
ZiNJ. ifer4tvcar
Xeiser '4,te1u4ire 4ty1cs.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
_Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40054
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway. s
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money `than
Is given by any transfer company in
Al:Orrice. Ir Mee car riag es for special
occasions on short notice: also ele-
gant livery rigs. Pa:mer Transfer Co
--Kodak. from $1 to $25. Some-
thieg.new in the line and all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S: Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 3e1.
--Have The Sun mailed to yon or
any of your friends going away for
the summer The adirees will be
changed as o7ten as desired, and the
eats Is way 2.1q, month.--- - --
-City subscribers is the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped milst notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to sueh -orders wheo given
la_ earners- _Sun Prubllithins  _Co-
-John 'Helen's team will play the
Cairo Pabst's tomorrow.
-For the best and cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100, either •phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, Jobe
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
--Place your orders ror weddi-g
invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
yen will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
--Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties end hunting trips, furnished.
• with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
In Police Court.
Disorderly house--Rilla Gordon,
August 12: Sarah Rose. dismissed.
Disorderiy .conduct--Wiley Cole-
man, August 12. Sam Crossland and
Cites Crossland, $20.
Obtaining board by false pretenses
-Joe Greif, $20.
'Gaming-- Walter Linctsey. Will
Ho:den, Will Harris, B. Sledge tine
Will Goodman. $20 each.
Selling liquor without license-
Hugh Hoyle, dismissed.
Setting up game of chance--Oeo
Hughes, 114'd under brifid or Izmir
aiiite Trash, continued.
Breach of ordinance. -Hugh Boyle.
Waste Mother-in-Law Back.
Cleveland, Aug. 10.-Eugene C.
Mathivet, an attorney. beaten action
tod:itn the probate court to regale.
pos ion of his mother-in-law. Mrs.
ideRes R..Robinson. Mathivet re-
sorted to a habeas corpus proceed-
leg, declaring that Mrs. D B. Strick-
ler has induced Mrs. Robinson to
leave the Mathivet home and remain
uith her. He says that etre. Robin-
son, on accounr of her age, is easily
persuaded, and that all of his at-
tempts to see her have failed. All
the Parties concerned in the action
ieside in the fashionable East End
neighborhood. Airs. Strickler is no
relation of Mrs. Robinson, hut the
two have been tifelon; friends.
Fortune .to Horse and Cat.
Dation, 0. Aug. 10.-Miss Imo-
gene McMillen, an eccentric spinster
this city, rererittly died, leaving a
will in which her pet horse and old
house cat are named as sole benefi-
ciaries. A fear days after her death
$14,0410 in gold was discovered
buried in the cellar of her home
This money, as it nog appears, must
tevert solely to the horse and cat.
Miss McMillen was a sister of forrrer
Mayor McMillen.
Notice.
Is hereby given that after this, date
I will, not be responsible for any bills
made by my wife.
BEN -MICHAEL. -
August 9, 1907,
Notice.
There will be a special meeting of
the Central Labor Union - Sunday
morning et 9:311 o'clock. Important
hitsiness will be transacted.
4.CRANDEI.le Tires.
_ •
Preaebethe pleasure f peal ann
Peeele Aliens!), wilt bgar its pains.
FINE CONCERT
MUSH' LOVER., WILL ENJOY
RARE TREAT ALL NEXT WEEK.
eiretit Concert Singer and Two TM-
enter! elueiciane Will Ammar
at The casino.
Beginning Monday night, Mrs.
John A. Cat-hey, soprano, Miss Shele
leye Burrow, violinist.. and Miss
Nellie Burrow, pianist and imperson-
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
14: AptreAll EVENING
4r4
For Her Guest,
Miss- Roselle Young entertained in
favor Of Miss Viet° ia Bondurant of
Hickman, Friday e [deg, August 9
Refreshments were served and the
young people made merry until late
in the evening. Those present were:
Miss Ethel Mae Smith, Miss Marian
Williamson, Miss Isabel Griffith
Miss Ruby Relater, Miss Grace Laker
Miss Minnie Rottgering, Miss Mabel
Relater, Miss Selma Piper; Mr. Henry
Rottgiring, Mr. Urey Griffith, Mr.
Otis Lassiter, Mr. Lynn B. Phipps
Mr. Joe Gourieux, Mr. Paul lAzea.
Pleasant Eve/emu
Misses Edna and Bessie Gockel en-
tertained last night at their home,
316 North Fourth street, in honor of
efissee Edmonla Elder, of Quinces,
1 :1., who is vititing Miss Eudore Far-
ey. and Miss Charlotte Bower, who is
home from college for the summer
vacation. Dancing and music we're
enjoyed during the evening. The
guests were: Misses Edmonia Elder,
Charlotte Bower, Eudore Farley, Ger-
trude-Fisher, Nellie Gockel, Rine and
Bessie Gockel, and Messrs. Jearman
Wilkerson, Will McCann. Owen Bell,
Joe Fisher and Charles Bower.
Misses Madge Davis and Amia Mc-
Cartney left today for Dixon Springs.
Mrs. Henry Kettler and littis
daughter, 321 South Third street, Itel
this morning for Louisville to veer
Mrs. Kettler's sister, Mrs. John
Adolph.
Miss Lucile Burch and mother, of
Louisville, are visiting Mrs. R. A.
Burch, of 1111 Madison 'street.
'Mr. Robert Monter clerk at the pore
ater, will play a week's engagement office.
 is 111 at his home of malaria.
at Wallace Park Casino. Mr. Emmett Mr
. E. II. Wasou resumed his du-
Bagby, the well known Paducah sing-ties 19 clerk at the 
pottoffire this
er, has heard Mrs. Cathey, and says morning after a visit to 
his falltie in
she is one of the greatest singers on iroulsvile.
the concert stage. "--- Miss Cara% Wilson. of N
orth Sixth
Following the some notices of their street, 
work: a- visit to Loulsviiie.
rill rsture this evening from
"Miss Burrow is one of ni) very Mr. II. V. Eaton returee1 last
talented piano pupils. She possesses
a remarkable . technical dexterity. he has been for his health. Mr Ea-
Sk tlarieferee sey'-high‘let Aemllem Islaettra ineseoveff_hy_1111Leta3-
ommendation as a soloist of the first Mr. J, B. Wickliffe, o: Wickliffe,
rank."-Bruno Hinge. Reinhold, end J. Bearden, of Bailee! ccenty,
Sterns Conservatory, Berlin, Germs- prorniest t atter:leis, were in the city
ny.
"Miss Burrow Is a true musician."
Sev(•ik, Prague, Bohemia.
pilled on the violin. tier playing is
distinguished by temperament and
dignity of interpretation. She bag the
qualities for a thorough concert per-
former, and would recommend her as
sucte"--lierr W. E. Kriteh, Teacher
of Violin, Sterns Conservatory, Bee-
lin, Germany.
The Musical Courier- of May 2e
contains the following very, flattering
tribute to Mrs. John A. Cathey from
the pen of Evelin Kaesmann. federa-
tion eorrespondent or the Musical
Courier.:
"One of the moat charming wom-
en as well as an acconiplisbed louse
elan. conspicuous at the recent Fitele
eration of Musical clubs, was
John A. Cathey, of Memphis. • Mrs.
Cathey is a woman of strqng menta:-
ity, a native of Tennessee, .and has
El the personal magnetism, fire and
enthusiasm so reeler-able in the wom-
en of the south. She has had the best
musical advantages, and excels as a
vocalist, singing with briElanry, no
matter whether her selections arc
made from the great inwleal dramas
of the present day, or from works of
the e'assic - lieder. She is at all times
the true artist. and her success has
been brilliant, due not only to supe-
rior natural ability, but also to' per-
sistent and conscientious work, as
wTas to a Tiscinating personality. -
Notice!
Bids will he received by the hard
of education on August 20, 1907, for
heating one 8-room building com-
plete. and one 8-room building, 4
rooms and 1 halt fintetied. pleat to, be
installed large enough to add to,
when other reibrus are finished.
Separate bids are asked on hot wa-
ter heat, end hot air and ventilation.
Contractors , to fnrniiih plans and
specifications *for both systems, bids
to be sent to billeting committee,
Wm. Karnes, ihme or J. le. Potter.
Pres.
Also; bids will be received on saute
date for parumbing on Jackson street
and McKinley buildings, Informetere
can be had by applying to C. O. Kel-
ly, Chm. of committee.
There's no advantage In making
men weary with a sermon inviting
them to rest.
nient f' t,.'; 1 aesee eler117,A where
today on business.
Miss elay Davis went to Dawson
Springs- yesterday frr a adjourn.
„Ins& Rpr.sis, grit le Is. at Dem in
Swings now. She atrived there yes-
terday after a trip to the Jametitown
exiles:11.1m, an.1 other 'reale e cities.
clee will retern Mooday.•
Mr. and Mrs. W, W. , Sacra will
leave tomorrow for Green Castle. In-
dianapolis and other cities in Indiana,
to be absent two weeks,
Mrs. Fred Aeker. of elontgotnery;
Ala.. has returned home after visit-
ing her sister. Mrs. Robert Baker, of
Broadway.
Miss Mary Settle, of Calhoun. It
visiting her brother. Dr. John Settle,
en Kentucky avenue.
Mr. Austin Tyndall and wife. of
Memphis, will be here next week to
visit. while en route to Chicago.
Mr. W. P. Workman. of Nashville,
went home yesterday after visiting
friends here.
Miss Mae Dawson went to Dawson
Zprings resterday.
Mr. 3. V. Powell has returned 'front
visiting in Logan county.
. Mrs. Wyne-Tplly has returned
eon] visiting in St. Louis
. Mr. Charles G Kelly and wife and
Mr. George eeelloore and two chil-
dren went /1:5 the ilinois lakes today
for a week's exiting. ,
Contractor George Weikel has re-
turned from Clarksville, lenn.
- -Mr. Bittrete -Strtmaireerfektacon,
will arrive tomorrow to visit his uncle
Colonel William A. Wickliffe, of
Third and Monroe streets.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Saddler and
rhildren, of Mattoon. Ill., have gone
home after visiting Mrs.. Saddler's
mother, Mrs. Martin Smith. of North
Seventh street.
Mr. Russell McLean, of Nashville
Is visiting his grandparents, Mr: and
Mrs. J. R. -Coburn, of Washington
greet,
Mrs. Nelson Sonic and Miss Lucy-
ette Solite, 513 North Fifth street,
left this morning - for Memphis to
visit Mrs. Soule's daughter.
Miss Nettle Winsett, of Fulton. Is
the guest of Mrs. M. E. Phillips, of
3outh Ninth street.
Miss Laura Jene. of Jackson
Tenn., ledll arrive Friday to visit
Miss LiMe Wtnstead.
Mr. Will Bloa, 2042 Broad street.,
Who was badly scakied about his
limbs last Saturday in an engine of
THE EXTREME PENALTY.
• 
ghat "What do you tntnk at Ms execution?"
lere "I'm in favor of "
r . '
1.•
4. f14OK, '
stret II
rtons, Jo Wolff.
rine!, is pot .. it ere have 0,  I
N, Block etel sufferirthe features and, local merchants
t i;.e iiich have not be- have donated the prizes. The follow-
'gun to boat. . 'ling have been arranged and more
villa, arrived last night to visit Mr. Best gentleman waltzer, a bat, by
Mr. John W. Gaines.- Jr., of Nash-twill be announced In a few days;
Mrs. George Flournoy, of Arcs- Grand Leader.
Miss Royal enemas. of Memphis /Culley.
dia. Best lady seltzer. silk parasol,
-has gone to JeneyvIlle, \Vis afterl Best gentleman two stepper2'Ni
visiting Miss Mary Bolling, of North cigars, Marnetf & Bondurant.
Seventh street.
Miss Madge Schnerle and Mr
Martin Schnerie have returned from
Goleonda. Ill., accompanied by Miss
Helen Young.
Colonel Joseph Randall has re-
turned from White Plains. ,
Mrs. Clay Wilkes and little daugh-
ter, Elfrelda Wilkes, have returned
home, accompanied by Mr. Wilkes'
sister and little niece Frankle Wilkes.
Mrs. 0. 'I'. Davis will leave tomor-
row for a month's visit to her parents
at Salem, Ind., her sister, Miss Ruby
Relater, will accompeny her.
Mrs. B. F. Clo.yes, of Mayfield, is
Best lady two stepper, pair lady's
shoes, Lendler & Lydon.
Fifty yard fat men's race, box
cigars, Murray & Wathen.
Fifty yard lean men's rare, box
cigars, Will Gilbert.
Spoon race, ladies under le, bot-
tle of perfume, Dr. J D. Bacon.
Three legged race, box cigars,
Murray & Wathen.
Walking race, ladies over 50
sack flour, Louis Clark.
Water race, 5.0 yards, contester
to carry bucket of water under the
arm, cigars, Independent Cigar com-
pany.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. John bee Men's jumping race, feet tied. bot-
Haskel. She will remain about ten tie of blackberry wine. Sam Gott.
per-
Mrs M e McElroy, or Cottagetteili:aec,lieeaste'
days.
Grove, Tenni, is visiting her 60 rit Mr. 'lime best looking•young lady from
ensaSilledetrlit‘..ing contest' Per-,
E.:ess% Lers.wEisari and aVill itarriso'n;of 
Kpruetstea; 
presented 
u attendingith   o 
bottle 
lepiconficpewrirllit ibo
Clarksville. are the guests of their from Lang Bros.
uncle. Colonel Gas Singit"11. eir Tub race, minnow bucket, J. I)
North Sixth street. Mr. Will Harrison Bacon.
will return home tomorrow. but Mr. Race on. all fours, initial cuff hut-
Earl Harrison will remain for sev-
eral weeks. Ladies guessing oonteet, ladies over
Mrs. Emma Cherry Cloys and son, 40, rockine chair, F. N. Gardner, Jr.,
Cherry. arrived today front Union company.
Ladies under 40, guessing contest
carving knife, George 0, Hart &
Sons.
Marking contest for ladies, rock
lug chair. ithodelellurford.
Free-for-all running race, men's
pocket ituifie Hawk Bros,
City, Tenn., on a. visit to Mrs. 1., M
Cloys, and Miss Jessie Cloys, 616
Madison street.
MISS Pearl Hurley, of Halls, Tenn.
and Miss Martha Pate, of Newburn
Tenn., are the guests of Mrs. A. T
Hurley, of South Ninth street.
Mr. Leech O'Breati arrived this Throwing contest, pair shoes
morning from the, south to spend George Rork Shoe company
Sunday with friends. Potato race, lade s. back comb
Misses Katherine and Carrie Nagel & Meyer
Campbell and Master Toni Campbell Men's bacrvarel jumping contest
of Clinton, grandchildren • of Mrs hat, Gullett & compete).
Carrie Johnson; thrived this morning Men's 'walking contest. Ludlow hat
for a Iwo weeks' visit. Wallerstein.
Mr. J. C. Phillips. of Jackson Race for men over a razor, 1..
Tenn.. Is the guest of his mother. W. Henneberger company
PAGE PTV.
 41221111111111111111111/ 
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
1
NNW CHEAP I
6E0. 0. HART 't& SONS CO. I
/1"P°rat4d.
FOR SALE- ,
Mrs. M. B. Phillips. of South 'Nfitth isgrb site I t ereeiteLadies' watermelon eating contest ell
picnic ham Jacob Marks
Mrs. Jennie Retell and (laughter,
of LoulsvTlle, are visiting. the Until
of Mr. Wil Burch, le.21 Madison
street.
, Dr. I. C. Young, of Lone Oak, wag
in the city this morning
Miss Ola Hargrove. a nurse in Riv-
erside hospital, has gone to Nash-
v;I:e for a weelee visit. 
Mrs. Susan Kell and eon, 4lonz,1
Kell, 924 North Seventh street, have
returned from Jackson, .Tenn • Where
they visited friends for ten (1”14.
Mr. Gus Wellman will return to
Memphis tomorrow evening after a
short visit to his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Weimen. 701 South sented the committee with the cups
Twelfth street. to be need at the water barrels. An
Mr. 011ie Barnett, 240 Farley interesting feature, added today. Is
estreet, will leave tomorrow for Louis- the, ontest for the prettiest Paducah
vele to visit his sister, girl attending and the ugliest man
• •
The Men will present a yeaCs sub-
ton to- 'the,- man -in -attendance
with the largest family, and J. W.
Dicke will give a box of Dr. Pepper
to the winners of the ball game be-
tween the Iron and wood workers
an • Ale .•
son,- rtiwd:n iz: 11)-
ply to M. It. Nash or W E. b
-SALL;MEN wANTED
country trade, our wetter dries
goods, blankets. Attractive side inn
The players in this game will wear „m.„ 0,1 is haieeted, the rule ap. 
Liberal commission. Purnell Dale
-neither Hubbard" gowns. 
Mills. Box e60, Philadelphia.
peing to (very one without excel.- •
-tie444.-44-wetio,-JeSeirie
I •J. MeAugh.
Mr. Claude English will return
Memphis tomorrow evening after
visit to friends in the city.
Mr. John M. Galloway and
Nicholas Galloway, of Farmingt
were in the city today.
Mr. M. E. blIbert, of LUCAS &
bert, went to Murray this morning
attend court. He will return Mond
Mrs. Frank A. Lucus, of No
Running backward race, bottle of
wine, same.
Race eight feet, for babies tinder
3_, box of candy.
L. W-. Hi nneberger compeity pre-
o 
receive aThe girl will • bottlef.per-
ta
o
,fume from James Aregenrelter. and
lie -S. Walston has donated a sack of
mr:flour for the ugliest man •
on,
National League,
Gil- R H E
to Chicago  I 6 2
Philadelplea .......  3 6 0
rth * Battories-- Lundgren and Moran;
Fifth street, alto has been ill of ma-
laria, Is better today and it is hopedi
she will soon recover. Mrs. E. T. Lu-
cas arrived yesterday to attend- her
bedside.
News from Henderson states that
Mrs. H. P. Siehts is improving and
she is expected to he moved home
next week.
Mrs. A. A. Raises', of North
Fourth street, is PJ of Malarial fever,
She is Improving.
- Mr. Loma -Vella* twittrillf Vuphotd
fever at his home on North Fourth
street.
----------
- A revival vele begin Sunday
night at the Oakland Presbyterian
church at Sharp. The pastor, the Rev,
Sam Rudolph. will be assisted by va-
r:uus minist6e during the meeting.
I. C. Proffic
LIST OF PRIZES OIFEIDRED BY
MERCHANTS.
Shop Men letivipate Great Time at
Kuttaxa Next Wednesday
All Day.
i Corridoti, Jioklitsch and Doolu.
R H E
'Pittsburg  5 11 3
New York  2 4 11
Batteries -Phillips and Phelps;
McGinuity and Breseahan.
1 R 11 ii!
St. Louis  5 8 2
Boston  4 8 2
I Batteries- -Fromme. Beebe, Noo-nan And Marshall; Boultes and Need-
--fiam''  -ie-
1 - Mr. 1311t11E•tt N:e110114' condition isUnproved today. and his physicians
are encouraged, and have hopes ot
his recovery. Mr. Frill( (4: Rudolph
and a local Physician :eft for Ogden's
landing last n4:11'
' The committees having charge of
the Minot, Central picnic at Kutta-
wa August 11. will have a meeting,
tomorrow to arrange the final details
From the prepariitions being made'
the outing promises to be a very en-!
oyable one. The company has
placed eighteen coaches at the dis-
posal of the employes, and will give
them as many more as they find they
will need. The train bearing the party
will leave Eleventh street and Broad-
way at 8 o'clock--,-Iollowing 122..
,A series of very interesting con-
Fall RIEICeS
ANNUAL 11111SE SIIOW
Paducah, Ky.
Sept. 2101, eeth, 12t1th and
' • • -
elflemlo lerreet ens* -Sonetollsottia.
:1J WANT ADS.
MI, ill
T11.. SIMI mu ill kindly rt•mettilier that
all euch items are to be paid for
MITCHELLS for h.gn-grade WY-
cies, 326-328 South Third street.
SHORT ordere a specialty. Page's
retaturant. . ,
FOR heating auci stuvewooderin4
437 F. Levin.
7:ANTED -A cook at 1939 Pilfer:-
FJD.
CLEANING and pres-rg neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a,
WANTED- A first-class cook.
Good wages paid to a competent wie
nein. Apply at once Frank Rieke,
letb and Kentucky avenue. Phone
1595.
_WANTED TO SE1.1, QUICK----
Three hundred thousand gored cedar
'shingles at S:: 50 per thottsliee
isrmks-Acree Lumber Co., Tenth .
Monroe.
. . _
WANTED Timber cutter, mule
team, for hauling logs and lumber
ANYTHING in the short order line alh°fi haul' 
Pay every two weeks
at Page's restaurant. Old 
phone 466 215 Fraternity
se building
MR EARLY breakfast wood. old -
phone 23111. FOR 
RENT OR SALE-Eleven
room house on South Sixth street be-
WANTED-Hand to work In dairy. tween Clark and Waseington. Newly
Apply to C. M. Black. phone :ten. painted and in good condition. Apple_
- NURSE WANTED-Apply to Wm. to H. 'A. Petter.
Deal. room 26, New Richmond ileuse AVANTED-.Sali.euneu to sell. tub-
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone neat log -oils and greases on salary
2361. 'or commission. Excellent side line.
COOK WANTED---327 South The Champion Refining Co,
Fourth. Chris Liebe!. land. Ohio._.
FOR EENT--Apartneett in 603 FOR SALE- -Dairy outfit, illt
North sixth street. Geo. Rile-lee/h. lug 7 cows. 2 wagons,_ 80 gaIlos
FoR RENT-- House, es per churn, 1 horse, and Other
 articles for
month. Apply at 471 S. Sixth St. t $300 cash. For 
further information.
' !write or phone W. E. Downing, R D.
FOR RENT-- Third Boor over '4, box 58.-
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. .4th
St. Apply is M. Fisher, Post Office.
71444. ,zat I 4 A ,__ue.14_ _newel. ._2 1_0:::i nnd_341_,eiffirm,NTED ---Ffn I.! -5, army:
bodied unmarried men between ages
heed mules. 210 Jefferison. uPhone stam. of
1951. 
. - i 
good character and tens
;iterate habits, who can speak, read
Ni .LHOSTeo- g- rnaacvekd coo on ib sa mw et th 1Rnel t Ilia:  Ft 0 at onrd swe r%I. tiece tint gl Eh.is 
Cuba,
  MF(t.tnr watarnotredto ant iroi wr
Hank Bros. and receive reward. !apply to Recruting fefficer. New Rich
W. D BROWN - Concrete Con.rac- mend House. Paducah. KY.
tor. Ornamental ,and waterproof 
work a specialty. Phone 2520. . elarriage Trust,
'i-Foil THE Fi-KST-arand-wicheil. chliet a new 
thing in the trust
and hot • tamales, call - Le, 111% Hue. The girth:ten/ of 
Kankakee,
Here's 
South Third street. lilt., have formed a local tenet to e
on-
WANTED--To buy feather bed 
trol marriage endturial fees. Ther
and, feather pillows. Address 433 
must have $5 for performing either
Clark. Old phone 317. 
the marriage or burial service, at
though the by-laws of the union de
FOR HICKORY Move wood and not prohibit them from taking mer-
it it is offered to them. Well, that'
pretty tough: beeatise marriage rind
death thight properly be regarded et
the necessarieir of life. . Being born i-:
also a neriessery of life. but the Kau
kakerettabie will not have to near the
expenses of its own idebut. There-
fore, we congratulate the unborn of
Kankakee.--New York Tribune. ,
They shovv which way
the Wind blows.
If yonr's bas made a few
trips on the summer bieeze,
perhaps you'll he glad to buy
a new one-the three dollar
kind for two 4:1441ars-so--you
can finish the leason in style.
Twenty-five per cent off on
sill straw hats.
Pam
sawdust. telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763.
EVER'S .photographs are differeni
Have a style and finish of their own;
111% South Third street.
PLASTERER wanted to plaster a
six -room brick house. Call 1207
South £3•4•enth street, or phone 1552.
HENRY GREIF. horseshoer, 309
Soeth Fourth street. Horsea called
for and delivered. Satisfacieen guar-
anteed, Old phone 764 R.
01.0THES cleaned and pressol.
All work guaranteed. Solamon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. 117--te
1016-a. .
FOR SALE-- Eigni good' work. . ,
n-Tfileie four iviiiroes Mid harness. 'Ap-
ply to Gip Husbands, on farm south
of tinducah.
--1 --AM NOW prepared to sell you
second band furniture, stoves, etc., ,on
credit. Ramberger, 404 Jefferson
street. Old phone'1226-a.
WHEN 1317YINN1 HARNESS. Sad-
dies.or repair at The Padticab likrness
and Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 2.04 Kentucky avenue
WANTED-To buy a small place
close to eity- Suitable for poultry and
garden.. Address W, N Payne, gen-
e/ell. delivery, Paducah. (V'.
FOR • SALligeTin ported • Hartz
mountain Canaries. tOnaranteed Orme
ere), paire three fifty. Merry. r
Ineritile. Nemo, fifty.
a
Battle With Burglar.
Relgeway, Pa., AU. 1 0.
a battle with a burgeir today fly,
members of a Pennsylvania freigir
crew were terribly...di/erred by th
cep:olden of a bottle of nitroglym,
in which Jeil from the burglar's
pocket-The burglar is einirientifigri
He bad his clothing torn off and
terribly lacerated. He will die.
Notice.
All persons who desire to take ex
aminations for positions In the city
schools are requested to be at my
office in the Washington !mildly):
Thursday morning, August 2.2, at
o'clock.
J A. CARNAGEY, Sop?_
 15.
DR. MILTON BOARD
Otnee columble Building.
With Dr. .1.  Q. Taylor.
I'honee--R,easereece, Painter 110114P
• CAMP -Both phones err.
to
8; Sunday, 10 to 12..
,
•
PADS SIX -
Whittemore's!OBEY STATE LAWS
Real ADVICE IS GIVEN
Estate
Bargains
FRATERNITY lit ILDING
4.•
'4
, TRU:PHONES OM.
/1
4•""
$300-New two-room house with
ti porch and well, on Boone street
sn Vaughan 's addition, Ntechanics-
Sorg. Near big mills. Lot heal It.
!louse rents for ;en per year or to
per rent gross op the insesttueut. Mr.
.1. W. Bottoms living near could rhow
the proporty. Lies west of Mei
street. Cash.
Railroads Had Better ('on form
nail Courts Decide
Something About Intentions of Fed-
eral Government Tenant Viola-
liens of the LAM.
II( NtPAR1E tS ItETURNIN().
Washington, D. C., Au'. 1-07--Aes-
Isis under instructions from the pres-
ident and attorney general, the de.
pertinent of justice lesued asetate-
ment today for the puopose of calm-
ing the public mind as to the govern-
suent's intentions with !aspect to
state rights sad the future prosecu-
tions of railroads and corporations
The statement intimates that the
iailroads should aequisce in state ac-
tion. leaving to the tigertment of
$2.40.0-A chance of a life-time to justice the adjudtcationlrf interests
my 233 ,acres of Marshall county in the supreme court of the United
-and on the easy installment plau. States. Ii also asserts that, the re-
15I00 cash and balance $2tro per year_ ports of wholesale Investigations and
Six per cent. Land lies about four Prosecutions of corporations are in-
tones below Birmingham tin Little correct, and that when the present
Beer creek- mostly hill ii id. After policy of enforcing the anti-rebate
the flrbt pay ment, at least ;,.sio worth and anti-trust laws ,"shall have con-
of timber could be sold every year tinned a while longer," the result
from the tract making the land core
the Perrhaser but Veto. It will bear
Investigation. Sam Culp, living Sear
the land on Gilbertsville and Bina-
Ingham road, would•show
$2,0110--No. 421 South Ninth
street e-room house 1 le story, in
toed crertratty located, aeatTon ot Ms recommendations te .-good neighborhuod, $540 cash,'bal- the pis sident as to the policy to be
epee easy. pursued with respect to the investi-
gailou by the interstate cotunieree
commieeion of what has Leen called
"the Harriman situation." •He elec.)
will take up v. ith a view- to early
$625--'eex150 foot to alley lot on
earth side of Boyd street opposite
Trinible street chureh. $50 caeli bal-
cannot fall to be a sounder and less
tainted presperity.
Attornev Geueral Bonaparte will b.
back In Washlegtoa liorulay nest.
This is in accordance with the plans
he made before beaten Washington
The purpose of his return is two fold.
He proposes to begin here the prep-
Ince 1, 2, 3, 1 years or monthly. completion the papers alleging viola-
-- -------- -itton of -Hos settist-euer taw tiy- the VI-
•
/
- .4000-•ssnharttrettatti ererfeR
tween Trimblc: and Burnett, $50 etati
Inflame in four years. G per cent.
'Tot  JernIiTTITETil-Thirvesfer company.
_ Move by Landis.
THE PADUCAH EVEN-IWO MUN
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once-,
T H E
Sun Job Rooms
Poona 3581
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do your wotk just as
it should be done, and we
in,ske an cffott all all times to
give you just what yott want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing -rrobaoly we can save
you some money. We know
we can glee you satistactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
eial the responsibility for the offense.
The admiuistratien has seen the
sPeslacle of a jury finding a corpora-
tion guilty and declaring its presi-
dent innocent. Mr. Bonaparte has
!wen unable to reconcile these con-
eliielope, but his precedessor. Mr_
-ems weenetale 4sestiee ale
the supreme court, argued. in the
case of the Atchison, Totowa & Santa
Fe, that that railroad was guilty of
granting rebates, but that its officials
were nor culpable. This., view was
sustained by the court.
11.e.tratr-flard-tertlet-St.
A third matter ehieh has arisen
since his departure Is the pros:4(.101nm81,1010 50 foot lot, nortnwest cor- or the raoreads welch -gate rebatesher hat. hat boillevarti and Moliroe to the Standard Oil company. TheSheet. Moderate buil(11 lig rest dr- lejiiiinissrsition _swill(' like .11e -elegies.. , wlk, gab irtid electric „allot, Flopped, not only because Ita'ailable A fine lot for . a believes the roads were coerced byhome,
the st:•nciard Oil emhpany into giving
the rchatrs, hut alert because, without$Z410- Lot 4eelee to alley, north promise of itninunits, they furnishedSide of Trimble. street bettet•en Ninth,the .eidte .4. upon ,A h _ it was poi..and Tenth. Brick welk, car line,'sible to institute such wholesomeIrma! neirdiborhood. Half cash: 
'proceedings against the great oil
itrust. Without railroad aesistanc.. Iii$1,200-Big bargain in Meehan-,'the future. the proseention of thatlestourn hied tie-arly four 
acres..powerfnl eor- poration will not onlY bestould make 2,, lots. Good it ml fore xtremely diffeeilt bet Imporsible. Ai-dairy or market garden Would (-ar-,ready the ralkoads involved with theTy itself easy and in a short tunelstanda .
would se _ie, !eta nialliue the buSerl 
rd have, as a matter of self-
-: . Cot
'Ibalance easy. an effort to pia went further success-
-
prosecutloes. There Is reason to
• $3,0410--A most desirable froet 
believe that other corporations underem
i
Isvestigation have consulted with thehouse with bath. Fountain park ad -
anion, northwest- corner Fountain railroads for the purpose of insuring'
1114nue and Harrisou street, $50U co-operation to prevent the govern.
eh 1 1- .. g g
gain. wortid cut two ways. The effete of
an easy. F•ea , ine home bar-
defense, united with that company In
ment from vain evidence whilt
Judge Landis' aetion consequently
$ 1.6041 N4k, 712 South Toth has been already to handicap the au-
street (it: in and Temwstwe thorities here in obtaining Informs-
strts•ts. Lot 39s Is5 feet trealley; lion which they must have murder
!term houss with ball Half cash, to Insure c̀ nrvirti°"''''
Balance and 2 years. Wants Officials in Jail. s
$1,e4i0-No. 422 South Niuthi The :. jb4 lai.'•111:If feature of the anti-
street, 144 double house, 4.0 foot lot,-trust canipaign of the administration
brick walk. 440 cash, balance i- its determination to put behind the
Monthly. bars some of the high officinis of the
• jeent-24 West End tote some odd railroads and corporations which
ahapes, ecteathe-ol-Noeton otreet odd -have eicelated tile law. This Is no
between 26th and 29(11 tercets, for new purpose. The president- repeated-
$204) rash, -balance '$N0 per year 6 ly has referred to the efficacy of im.
ter cent. prieonment in preventing future evil
doing. It is comparatirely an easy
task to establish the violation of law
by-a corporation. It is an extremely
difficult thing to loeate erten an offi-
--
If the administration weld have
its was, undoubtedly the t•riminal
prosecution of E. II. Harriman would
be on its cards. At a conference at
the white houhe before the president
went to' Oyster :• y it was found sl-
erti an exhansp convideraon that
H m arrian 
1
had ted iti such a way
re to make his criminal prosecution
imporieiblo. In an intertiew today
Mr. Bonaparte intimated that Harri-
man's prirseention was or had been
under conaiderationebut that the de-
partneem would not Institute _
eeediugs in which hit does not pro-
pose to bring the guilty ones to jus-
tice." , .
As to civil proemdiegs under the
anti-tryst law against the Union Pa-
(lac, Southern Perinc and subsidiary
lines, officials of the department of
histire are Bylined to the
a suit alleging restraint
would not be successful.
under the old land grant
proposed to ask the court
view of the management of
Paollic since 1901, when
commenced his career of
once.
view that
of trade
Therefore
laws it lit
for 'a re
the Union
Hari iman
high tilt-
Hint of a iteceiverehip.
As Mr. Bonaparte has shown his
-hi -the paltry- 01 - reeeteefsbins
ith respect to "bat)" corporation:.
the report is current that he may
seek for the appointment o fa receiv-
er. This would be sneh a serious
elep, however, that before it is taken,
the attorney general' will confer
with the president. On his way to
Washington -from Lenox, bans., It is
probable he will stop over at Oyster
in thci opinion of the administra-
tion the trouble the' railroads have
been hiving with the various states
establishing more. clearly than ever
the necessity of the adoption of some
method either by national license
law or in .sonte fashion, whereby the
roertintelit can exercise a- far more
isemplete eenitrol than at present.
New haw Is Expeeted.
It is heieved that ,ps a result of
the troubles of the railrbadis in Mich-
: a'. Arkansas, North Carolina and
taltarna the adminiatratioa and the
reads will reach an agreemetit before
gr.'s,  meets"- which will result in
Its prompt passage of a bill for the
further restulation of the transports-
' en interests Of the country by the
sstional government which will end
fate agitation and"control. The pro-
'Fiona of this measure now are being
worked out at Oyster flay, antrriev-
haps may fee rd ti,-b': the presi-
dent It his annual message. In the
antime the administration wants
avoid trouble with the states In
der to prevent public feeling being
irther inflamed.
$25e-Easy monthly payment lots
north of Ilinkleville exie and west of
'Oak Grove. You never .1111SM the
money in this way: $10 cash, balance
• one dollar per mbnth.
$9041--Five acres ion "Ilinkleville
7zotd 11,e miles front elty limits, jute
- east of C. C. lee., all in timber. niake
good suburban home. One-third cash
balance 1 and a years. Good and
safe place to Way,. thtthey for 'tweet-
metal alone. No risk. Big profit:
sometime
EMU-- ,'re land half mile from
tity Bruits, between iiinkleville road
and Jefferson street. Half comb
$400--Ketitticky avenue 4it foot
r iot south aid.. near 15th street, Sloe
rash, bala.nre 4'.1::y. Begins 55 feet
east of old city limits.
$55o, Jefferson street to, foot lot
Iorth side betwen 13th anti 14th
streets. ('ash. This is the cheapest
:ot on Jefferson agroet.
$35%)--Clay street 40 foot lot breweel
32th and 20th, -Terrell's Fri :• • •
park addition; j2N coat, -bui.
per month. -
8600-Seven Meeharticsburg
.1n---1444sentan, - Hogisee, 'terse?
Ind Bethel- "additidn,
Aro per month. Fine money
saving offer. ' Meehaniesburg
property will increttee in vitiate as
there will be a car line ont there In
the near future.
e350,--Mayfleirl road 50 foot lie
$50 mesh, balance ettey.
$1.050--No. 1129 ;South 14t1
atreete- Desirable cottage home, e
rooms, 44 foot lot, west side of Bur
Ilett street. Cash. •
e.$85.0.-Salem &Jenne 4-room house
aorta tide between 12th awl 13tti,
soar ear line Hair Nigh .
$?.iire-0--eiciw modern a.v.wrm -*erre
North View edditiente-eiessetet
sr 11174 On Ellis street, -
tress, .1600 easti, balance easy. N•ar)
Lantz's
Kidney
Pills
C u r'e Absolutely
Gusrenteed
- 50c
Thu success of Lentz Kid-
ney- Pills is wonderful, and
fully verify our judgment in
guaranteeing them ss a sure
cure in kidney trotIbles.
They come in 50e boxes
and a writte04Qtarantee
given with each box.
Wiry suffer when-TM-a can
be had!
WILL J. GILBERT
Both Plommo- --
f7ourth and Bioadway
-.tient between them and the opera-
‘111,1,10NAIIIE'S WIDOW
evraprisr, N. Y.. Aug., 10 --Mrs.
.1- drilia A. Crippen, •so -years( old
idow of Alonzo Crippeo, tine of the
jolt! "salt millionaires," -died in pov-
erty here at the home of Dr. C.' A
j hls doorstep. Her funeral was pro-!'.55 
out: Chicago, Helena, Mont.;
Belch, who had found her starving oti,cieyejand, cinciarrati, Salt Lake.Katt-
etre it hard in 141:I"." A-6. ithi'rlIFF: ,'.Theitsateilizeto.RVIA_P.11,., ' n-
sag City, frirmingham, AIA., New Or-
rt (11$ on'
I elder] ler eharite. At the. death of es-e.elgileafig.,#Wealik. tir'  ' •
tweeset to ix worth-belt:1y in,rtak,Ot16 eratorS, Oafenigui ff .tur 11". lit t
Ile,,,
opp.ntif mathtut lost all through unfortnnate in-ego out but we are $114144 them back. vonfution sloittlited from the Strike
sestrnent ; iwe ex,rt, brovcvcrs that tee valiote ate the big who'es):e, ral:wity efts,
POSTAL MEN GO OUT
IN CHICAGO, TOO
Tie cp at This Time Seems to
be Complete
Operators In Nine (Ities Strike in
Sympathy and 4Sticiale Say
I% ill Fight.
THE situ trio LAST NIGHT.
Chicago, Aug. 10.--Fotiowing the
lead of telegraph operators employed
by the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany in Club-ago who went on a strike
because they were asked to work
with non-union men in Los Angeles,
telegraphers In nine otter flees
tkughout the United States quit
work.
• The 500 men employed by the Pos-
tal company in Chicago
who belong to the same local of the
Commercial Union as the Western
Union men and who declare that
their working conditions with the
company are uusatisfactory, took ad-
vantaga of the situation and quit
work in a bodyeiast night at o'clock
With the walkout cif Postal employes.
Chicago Is left with abdut 35 tele-
graphers endeavoring to transmit bus-
iness 'of both companies, where, un-
der 'normal conditions, fully 1,500
men are necessary to do the work.
The other Western Union offices
whieh became Involved in the trouble
today, together with the nuniber or
nien .who quit work are: Salt Lake
City. 36: Helena, 40: ,Kansas City,
1.31): Dallas, 105: Fort Worth, 40:
Colorado Springs, 10: Denver, ES
Paso, 56.
,Chicago. Aug. 10.- -Operators of
the Postal Telegraph company,e00 in
number. ,struek 'last night at a few
minutes after G This with le
100 men out from the offices of the
-Western tneturttfrbitAout theeeettee
riRriii-lAtrifienlioi on a strike rn
this cltv.
At a meeting of operators held tem
afternoon, a resolute)", was unate-
MOUSIly passed declaring that evert
operator in the city :raving a 'mate
care should he celled out. Debate on 
this motibn ocest-FeT the entire time
of the meeting and an adjeminment
was taken as soon as the motion was
decided. upon.
A. !short time atter the meeting had
elisso.lvgd. demands screepresented to
the °Metals of the Postal company
for an increase of 25 per cent. in
wages, an eight hour day and recog-
na.on of the union. If these were not
passed upon a strike was to follo.,.
among operators that the demands
could net be granted at once and the
move was . evidentLy intended to
bring about a strike-at the present
time in oilier to aid the Western Un-
ion men. If the demands were net
granted, under wordliint of 91e older
all operators working for brokers and
commission histkes are to be called
out in the morning and business gen-
malty will be badly handicapped. •
The operators who were present af
the meeting say that the intention ot
the union was to cripple telegraph
facilities of the city in 'very direc-
tion and do it so completely that pub-
SATURDAY. AUTIVST 10.
PRICKLY HEAT, CHAFING AND ITCHING
Paracamph Soap
WILL COOL, CLEANSE AND SOOTHE YOUR SKIN
A Pleasant Antiseptic and Delightful Toilet Requisite
trouble will be settled in two or titre
days. President feloary, of the Wee
ern Union Telegraph company. wi
have the facts before him in if4 hou:
and may settle at once. I cannot sa
anything &bait ou,l' demands for e'
erything is in a chaotic condition a:
present."
"I have nothing to say regardine,
the walkout beyond the fact that' Mr
Stewart of the department of coin
merce and labor arrived here todie
and will look into the San Francisce
and Oakland situation. lie will !mine
(Battey get into communication with
.Commissioner Charles P. Neill at
Washington and the whole matter
will be adjusted quickly providee
Colonel Cowry instructs his subei
dinates to treat San Francrsco an i
Oakland operators humanity."
' Sixty Go Out.
New- Orleans. Aug. 10.- Troubs
developed at the Postal.Telegaaph ci
Ave In this city last night wilen
operator refused to work On the Ci:
eago wire. He was immedeately
pended beethe wire retie, end
laInbana:a.1acal-..atitchaa_ wars ace
for to settle the matter, if possible.
At the Western Union an extra el
crator who was orderee -to niake
lief of a Chicago wire refused al , :
was d'scharged. The unison operatoss
however, did not make an le-ue of the
_Matter bemuse _ehe  mall d:scharged
was an extra man.
All New Orleans Postat Telegraph
operators. numbering about GO, left
their wires last night pending the
arrival at the office of Superintendent
Port,er.
Not Ordered Out,
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 10.-- Tele-
graph operators employed by the
Western Union and Postal companies
It was the general uneerstena.ng in Omaha will not strike. A meeting
of union leaders was held, following
which a telegram was sent 'to Orese
dent Small asking for instructions. A
reply was rece:ved erom Small Liter
in the afternoon saying that condi-
Dons were exactly as they were p
to the San Franelaro strike an stat-
ing that a strike in Omaha yle not
be authorized at this tine". This rep-
settled the matter so fir as the Oma-
ha union is conceraed and no strike
sill be called.
Denvej. Co'o.. Aug. 10.-At 2:15
the entire complement.of operators-of
the-ioca: offices of the Western Un-
Ile sentiment would be brought to inn Telegraph rompany went on a
bear heavily on the two companies strike. A total of 83 walked out. The
and in this manner force a settle- Western Union Is how completely tiei
up in this part of' the coentry. Men
tors, were asked to do business with non_
The general altestion theoughemst- uh.,9.11
the west was, becoming "ser.ous as 
___9111ces.s_ tj1C:ndino 
Butte. and Los Angeles and refs .t
strikes .reported during the fore_ Western Union met them and prepar-
The grievance committee of thethe day lengthened,--in addition to
noon it was said that men at El Paso, ed a demand-which eater in the day
Texas, were out Aid It was declared 
was served on e C. Blandv. assistai.
those In Spokane were on the verge
of a strike.
of disorder. When the whistle was
thp prim a, higher wages,The strike at offices of
in this city are attended by no sign
blown calling the men out, the oper-
ators rose from their seats with a
cheer and walked out. There was not
the slightest evilence of 111-feeling on
eithsr side. The men after reaching
the street gave repeated cheers an.1
then disperseit.
The strike throughout the day was
not marked hy trouble of any kind.
Chief of Poltee- ethippy informed the
leadere of the stilkers this atrernoen
that fie-would not allow picketing or
any violence and he was Informed
that none was intended aDri every ef-
fort would be made to keep the men
peat-eater..
superintendent of the company. Th
men demand an eight hour day anu
----Hundred and Five Go Ont,
Dallas. Aug. 10.-One hundred
ane Jive Westesrn, neon Operatori
went on a strike at 5:30 o'clock on.
sisting -of the entire force of the of-
fice and operators of newspapers ow
the Western Union loops.
Walk Out in Fort Worth.
Fort Worth,. Tex., Aug. 10.-Alt
Western Union Telegraphers walk(
out on strike.
- All Struck fp Santos ('ity.
Kansas City, Aug. 10.- -Practicalh
all of he 3fito Weston' Union Tut
graph and Wheatstone operators e
this elty strut* because the romper
strike Leader Talks. ' insisted on some 'of them workii,
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 1 Samuel with the Chicago office, which is d
J. Small, national preeident of the elated to be unfair to the telegrar
Cotnmercial Telegrapheese Union was, er8 organization The check noes IC;
'located and submitted to a brief in- went out.terview, He was retuctknt in saying The day force at the main, office,anything, consisting of tin telegraph operators
"The subject," he said, "is too del.-and.-Ftoon- -Wheatittone' operators,left
irate to any ansthiftt about. Mrs. their work at 1 O'clock. Most of the
Nicholas, is, of course, the storm cen- night operators tailed to report for
ter of the strike, and San duty at 41 o'clock, the-regular hour of
Francisco officers of the company are going to Week and others, with one
responsible for what has happenee. exeeption. who appeared at the oflic
The latter have not lived up to the as usual, joined the striker, as stein
agreement adopted two weeks ago, as they sirrierstnod the sititation.
When an investigation la made some- OnIss_3 few of the wire chiefs an
•Lia.
'1 •:. •
-
GUY NANCE if SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducelh, Ky.
We hie several kpod driving horses for wile at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see thew.
THE TULLoY LIVERY COMPANY
IFICORPONA 110
linty ind Boarding Barn. icutth S'reei and Ileniuut Leslie
American-German
Capital ...... , • • - • •
Surplum hod •suliveled proles
SeselhoWers liability  
National Bank
. .......... llga3'.i,tx)0.6o
 100.41041AM
 traoms).00
Total  susso,000.00
Tow resource,  . .$Wi, 16.1.28
DIRECTORS:. , _ _ ;
W. F. Uesdphaw, itt liammilobaw Itradabaer, Aiterapp, et
Ittuer, Wholusole Pottery; Loofa F. Kolb. of Kolb How. de"Co.,
Wholesale nrogy; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply:06.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,WholesakvOry Goods;
Huscoe Iluroett. Supt. & 'Treas. Pad. Water Co.
(:1•10. TlION11 , Prealdeet.. ,
1'. J.
-
other business cuucenis
Is affected.
All Out la Nt
El Pado, Tea., Aug. 0.-Al1 oper-
ators, except one, 1 the Western Tin-
ton office, walk out. The strikers
included two °Men. The local union
held a th lug today and' adopted
resolut ns asking the Postal opera-
tor.-(o walk • hsr-ssw morning.
-
Will Fight.
New York, Aug. 10. The Weetees
Union 'Teiegreph company will fight
the strike of their operators!' in the
western cities or in the east or wher-
ever the men may go out. They ex-
pect to win as they claim- to have
won in 1883.
The foregoing is not an oniceal an-
nouncement but is an -expression or
opinion concurred in both by Men AK.
sociated with executive affairs of the
Western rnlon mei representatives of
the Commercial Telegraphers' Union,
and inadt." today. The pliqtfon taken
%ere erre) -.
thing extremely sensational will corns
out."
"The strike is spreading. We have
advices that operators in, the, fellow-
Mg cities in .addition to Los Angeles
three , women operathrsa remaincel.
"loyal" and these made a strentionis
mart to de business 'Which soon be-
came demoralized.
Operators employed at the Board
of Trade, at the stock yards and the
1.7nieb Station, and various branch of-
fices thronghout the city left their
le ee 4ikr4;egtbe Afternoon with' the
excelloti
by tue tornimae. Is east the men have
no substantial erievesnee bat are in
some instances willing and lie other
instances unwilling slcUws _of pr,e-
tvailing "social unrest" intered.
The Ptsetel people wili also fight
the strikers, it wan official's announc-
ed. At ill'Altsight 0/ire-President
Charles C. Adams, of the Postal coin-
paoss who was then at his Broadway
Mike said:
"Titis Criii•-it is going tor be a fight
to a finish. This is palely a sympa-
thetic strike; there la abirolutely
grievance hhtch our operators have
against the company. All their de-
mantis have been granted and they
no deut ate parjettly satisfied as far
as their treatment by the conipa'ey is
concerned. We wIll make -no tepees-
*ions this time." '
The te,bacso plant has grown lat•ger
and in profuse in the L'utt.el States
than In any other country.
A mad doesn't have to wear good
clothes If he Can afford met to.
 4111M1111111111WWW1111111111111111W-'
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNESMLEPHONE CO.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled  in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their ialc by having
a green stamp,on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early  Times
  And -
Jack  Beam
Js nine summers old. The gov-
ment stamp will so indicate.
4
•
RATritDAY, ArGrwr in. THE PADUCAH PNENING SUN ' P.IGE SEVEN,
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are- direct results
Let WEAK KIDNEYS and IN.
ELAMMATION OF THE BLAD. •
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys aud inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Madder
producing the pains. '
• '
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
.WILL CURE II
Two .dosese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, seminal Emission**,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma.
Dem and all irregularities Of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
alert/ and weenen. Sold at 50
cents athox on the No Cure,No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon recelpteof price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
Her Fault.
Oh, women in your hours °reuse
Uncertain, coy and hard to please
Few nieu would Acta and fee' would
cheat
But fur the things you wear and
eat.
While walking along a street in
Crtellton, England, a citizen was
alarmed , When something sprang at
him from the roadway and a large
- tat fell teethe ground The rat made
1 her attacks on the man, who ex-zee'
rimmed some difficulty in keeping.
it off. Several pas.sers.by eaine to his
as.eistance. but it wasesome time be-
fore they were able to kill the eat...._ _
It's advice when yoar give it and a
lecture when you iteceive
Oak Dale Hote
.13ir orek.port, tu..
1114tt Si sDly ftinikitt i
Ito J. A Lawn, Wepeelms,
MU, Maw WaidIrl
re. B, se tor attesters
dIarhare.e,satlastauattnat
trntatioaa ur !It,
at mar oat Nom:, ass
netters,. aml Dot &atria
.44411L if poiwarsa.
1,54 by Ibrusgfelb
a sant In *stn. wrap's.
by (.(e/ese ole•eog, t.•
51 DI • ° t'44.4 ".4
I
NEW STATE MTH,
MET1OPti1.16, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
letrest and best hotel in the city
Rau* 102.0o. Two lerge sample
looms. Rath rooms, Electric Lighta
the only centrally located Hotel le
ihe city. 4
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE O.
LICIngo.
INVANRVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
lhaaervil/e &ad Paalecale Packets.
(incorporated)
(Daby Except Sunday.)
fiteometo Joe' Fowler and John II
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
vine and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.60. Elegant music on the
boat Tabl unsurpseseda
STEAMER DICk FOWLER
Loaves Etioacab' for Ceiro and Ira)
bindings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
!opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
Low In effect from •Faducah to Cairo
and return, with or without Meal*
tad room. Ne.ao.nzsle and table un-
surpassed .
For further Information apply ti
N. A. Fowler General Page. Agent, or
Garen Fowler, City Pan. Agent, at
Fowler-Crnicbaugh & Go's. sans
Roth Olineo, No 111.
NT. LOUIS AN)) TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
f's FOR TENN'EIt RIVER.
STEINER CLTH
THELION AND
THE MOUSE.
By CHARLES KLEIN.
A Story of iimerican Life Nivelized From the Play by
JRTHUR HORNBLOW.
_-
COPYRIGHT, 1906, BY G. W. DILLINGFIAM COMPANY.
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(Continued from last issue.)
C II A PT ER IX. *
T.
HE Itbrary wits the most ;meter-
tunt room in the Ryder man-
stem ter it Was there that the
Colo/ewe carried through his.
most important business deals. and its
buelekt holm were those which most
men devote to rest. But John litirkett
Itvelerbever rested. There could be no
rest for any wan who had a thousand
millions of dollars to take care of.
Here the money Moloch held court
like any king, mall as much certetway
and more seereey, and having for his
courtiers talus of the most prominent
meta in the political and industrial life
offtbe nation. corrupt senators, graft-
ing congresstnen, ambitious selfhood
presideuta insolent coal baron who
ltepudeutly claimed -they administered
the coal lauds In Duet for the Al-
mighty, uustoupulons princes of fluauee
and commerce, all visited this mem to
receive orders or payfrom the head of
the "syltem." Here were made and
unmade governors of states, mayors of
citlea,,judgea, bends of polite:. cabinet
adnisterif, even preeidents. here were
turned over to confidential agents nal-
nous of dollars to overturn the people's
vote in the national elet::01)13. Here
,WPDIS distributed yearly hundreds of
thousands of dollars to grafter, large
and small, who bad earned It in the
service of the "Interests."
Here secretly lied unlawfully the
heads of railroads met to agree on
rates wilt& by illscriatityating against
title locality in favor of another crush-
ed out competition, raised the cost to
this coustuuer and put millions in the
pockets of the trust. Here were plan-
ned tricky financial operatkins with
deliberate lutent to wit lead and de-
ceive the Investing public, operatious
WIth3f--W-oula aimed atteag.Ooltillgi. one
day, only a week later to put Wall
street on the verge of panic. Half a
dozen suicides might result (Mat the
come but twice as many millions of
profits bed gone into the troffers of the
-system." Here. too, was perpetrated
the must beitioue crime that can he
romerimetengtkieriffaff -free pe3tHea-ellas
eenstaring of the trusts, abetted' by the
rnilroade, to arbitrarily raise the prices
of the necessaries of life-meat, coal,
oil. tee, gas-wholly without, other jus-
tification them that of *reed. which
with these men acne the unconquerable.
all absorbing pat.:slur:. In short, every-
thing that imscrupulowt lenders! of or-
trellised ettpkill could devise to squeeze
the life blood out of the patient. de-
fenseless toiler was done within these
four walk.
When Jefferson entertel, his father
was seated at his denk, a long black
cigar between his lips, giving instrtie-
Dons to Mr, Riley. ,Mr. Ryder looked
"r quickly as the dooe opened, autl the
secretary made a movement forward
as If to eke} the Intruder, no matter
\rho he might be. They wefe not ac-
customed to haying people enter the
sanctum of the Colossus so unceremo-
niously. But- when he saw who it Nees
Mr. Ryder's stern, set face relaxed,
anti he greeted his son amiably.
"Why, _Jeff, toy hay. Is that you?
Inst a moment until 1 get rid of Bag-
ley. and I'll be with you."
Jefferson turned to the bookqheives
and ran over the litieu while the finau-
vier continued his butane:so with the
secretary. .
"Now. Bagley, come, quick! What
is it?"
lie spoke in a rapid, explosive man-
ner. like a limn who has only n few
moments to spare littore he anat nob
to catch a train. John Ryder hail been
catchhig twill's all his life, and lef Wet
seldom missed one. .
"Governor Rice called. He wants an
appointment." said Mr. - Bagley, hold-
log out a cord.
"I can't see him. Tell him so," came
the answer !mitt RS a flash. aWlio
else:' he demanded. "Whereat your
list?"
Mr. Bagley took from the desk a list
of name* and rend them over.
"Genernl Ahhey telephoned. lIe say-
you promised"- i
"Yes. yea" interrupted Ryder in'
to think -of that?"
Jefferson was silent. He did not
want to liispleu4e his father. On the
other haute it was impeealble to let
Haug** drift as. they had been doing.
There must he an understandiug soon-
er or later. Why not now?
"The truth is, sir," be begun timidly.
"I'd like a little talk with you now if
yen .can spare the time."
Reeler berth& looked first at his watch
and thou at his son._ who, Ill at caw,
sat nervously on the extreme edge of
a chair. 'Then he .said, with a smile:
"111-ellesuy hos, to be perfeetly freak,
can't- but.--? will. Come, what is it?"
Theu, as if to apologize' for his,
abruptness, he added: "I've had
very bnsy day, Jeff. Whet with
Trauseontiuental not Trim:eat:nee:
and Southern Pacific end Wall street
Ad rate Wills "awl NVashingeou I Gel
like Atlas shouldering the world."
"The world widnat Whetted for one
pair Of shoulders to carry, sir," re-
joined Jefferson calmly.
His fittleir looked at him in ainaee-
meut. It was sonnelthie new to Mar
euy one venturing to 411i0 :thin or corn-
went upon anything he said..
-Why not?" he demanded when Ile
had recovered Men his surprise. "Ju-
Otte Caerar carried It. - Napoteaw ear-
Wed it-to a certain extent. However.
that's neither here nor there. What Ie
boy?" r
Euable to remain a moment inactive,
he eotuweneed to pick mom: the tuns.
of papers oa her desk while Jefferson
was thielaing what to Fay. The last
word his tether uttered gave bun n
cue, and he blurted out protestiugly:
"Theta' just it. sir. You tweet that
I'm no leuger a bey. It's time to tr lit
ate welt I were a man.",
- Ryder sterner leaned 'hack In his canal:
And hallsaMeLheArIllY. - • 
".k wan at twenty-cight? That's an
4,m:talent j3::P. DO '3 ai know that a
Man deeset get his horse sense till
leee tor y?'
want you to take
.v:ts 11A a es/treat maw
allitestarireeteete of lti-dfziIrwelrir
brief duration. AnettfIng itutt savored
of quest-cuing hi ; authority alwnys an-
gered tape The smile went out of his
face, anil he retorted explosively:
"Go 541! serioue if you waist,
only don't t:tke so lone about it. But
tae serieuely."
.. • IMIL-a
1
ninç,.t'Ze"'"•''' 
Rale 'ttiffeestet, did you have a good
time. abroad f"
understand one thing-I waut no
proftehing. no philosoohieni or social-
istic. twaddle, no Tolstoi: he's a great
thinker, and you're hot; DO Bernard
Stine:: Mee aniu,y, and you're not.,
*Now go iiheed."
-freryter -Path:weir-for Tromonsee Itiver  
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
....... Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not reeppnsible
for invoice charges unless eolleced by
the clerk of the boat.
%whit excursion rates from Pilau-
patiently, "but not bete. DOwn town,
tomorrow, any time. Next?"
'The secretary jetted down a note
against each name and then said: -
"There are soine _people downstairs
in The reception room. They are here
by appointment."
"The national committee and See
eeent Ellison of the secret service from
Washington." replied Mr. Bagley.
"Wino 'as here first?" demanded the
financier. ' •
"Sergeant Ellison, sir."
''Theu I'll see bini Med and the com-
mitt:o afterward. but let them ail wait
until I rtni I wish to speak with my
HMI." -
lie waved his hand, end the secre-
tary, knowing Well from expert-ate:4i
that this wnst sign that there must he
no further discussion, bowed rempeet-
fully and left the neon]. :letterset'
turned and advanced toward his' fa-
ther. who held out hist
"Well, Jefferson," he said kindly,
"did you hare a good time abroad?"
"Yes, sir, thfink you. Snell a trip is
a liberal leincetelob in itself."
"Readywfor work Again, eh? I'm
glad you're back, Jefferson., I'm busy
now, but one of these days I want to
-itaxo_a-surifnte talk with you In regard-
to your future. This millet business is
ell very welt for a pastaue, but it's not
U careerestwely you can apprerlate
tab to Waterloo. Fare for tile rounil tkitt-for a young man with awl pros-
Leivri_.:?..142sitimerz_miutizar4.1riiraa.Autwea.
ro.
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol.
We take pleasure inannouneo-
leg that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use-lb the arts
and mechanics it ts-tLe most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will he a revela-
tion to you. Re sure to phone
WI.N.STEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
both Phone. 756.
15c pt. and bottle; bc rebate
; for .bottle,
25c I pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
rot bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: 10e rebate
for bottle.
S.11. WINSTEAD
You
Chances
Neither
Take No
do we. We do not
deliver your medieine until
we are satisfied that it is per-
feetly right in every detail.
A rni dicine made by us is
what the proscription calls_
'for, nothing More or hew
lki cPH ER S ON'S
Drag Store.
TOL; begimene wa.i het very enctima
aging. and Jerson felt tem:el.:hut lu-
timidneedebut he realized timt he alight
pot have another-such opportunity, so
he plunged right In.
"Father, I ULU devotol to my work.
I even intend to go nit ay and travel
a few years und see the world. It will
hell, me temeideretay."
nyder !senior eyal `.1 111 ellence
ter a/few moments; then he maid gen
tiy:
"Don't be obstinate. Jeff. Listen to
we. I know the world better than yeu
du. You mustn't g i a at ay. You a:a
the °nay flesh and blood I have. You
see that I want you with tue. met now
yea take advantage-you take advnte
-No, father. I don't." proteated Jet-
remelt, "bet I want to go airily. Al
hush I have my studio ami mu prat-
tle:Illy lode:sentient. I want to go where
I shalt be leafectlyiree where my or.
cry move vela net be watched ..her• I
-,:to inset toy fellow wan heart to heart
on nu equal betels. where I shall not be
pointed out as the atneof Ready NI:•ney
Ryder. I Want to wake u reptant Mu of
Lily own as an tinier'
-Why not Minty theolegy and bee oute
C Preecher?" sneered Ryder. Thee
Moire *Wetly be field: -No. mt tan.
yeet Ray loafe. faulty my tulereate--
study the interests that will be yours
sone, day."
"No." said Jefferson doggedly, -I'd
rather go. My• work mei my self re-
speet Ilemund it."
-Then ga, col" cried hie fattier in a
Warn- of- irttgir- -*TMii lt1fft Wast-
ing my time with an ungrateful *mut"
lie roe from his seat amid began to
Klee the room.
"Father." exclaimed Jefferson, start-
ing ferwerd, "you do-use an istjustkv."
Ryder laughed eynically. lie went
batik to his desk. and, sitting Dieing his,
SOIL llo
-Jefferson, yomare young. It Is one
of the gymptiens of youth to worry
about public opinion. When you are
as obi rim I am, y in will understand
that there Is only one thing which
:comas In tills world money. ,The
man who halt it possesses power over
the man who has it not, and power la
what the ambitious man levee lawn,
Ile minimal to pick up a book. It
was "The .ernerican Octopus." Turn-
ing turniu_to his son, he went on:
"I ki you gee this hook? It Is the lit-
erary set:sett-on of the year. Why?
BeCAUSe it :Ill:tart me, the richest man
In the world It bolds me up as a mon-
ster, a tyrant. a man without soul.
honor or cello:lent:le 'caring only for
<eke thing- hioneY: having but elle pale
Bien-the love of power Sail halting at
'petiole, net even at (Thum to secure it.
That Is the portrait they draw of your
father."
Jefferson real-nothing. Ile was won-
dering if his sire had n suspicion who
wrote it and was feeding up to that.
But Ryder spider continued:
"Do I care? The more they attack
me the nein: I like it. Their puny pen
prielos have about the same effect as
incognito bites on. the paehyderm.
What 1 am, the conditions of my: time
matlenne. When I started In busitiese
a humble clerk, forty years ago, I had
ntli one *ell -success: I had hut one
ain3-to gltt.hell. I-WAS lucky. Pollute
a little money, and I soon discovered
that I could make more money by out-
witting my ionitietitere in the oil Ileitis.
Railroad conditions helped me. The
whole country was money mad. A
wave of commercial prosperity-swept
over the land, apd I was carried along
on its crest. I grew cnormousty rich,
my million:* increasing by' leaps and
bounds. I branehed out into other in-
ereets, sucreekfni alwaye, until tny
holdings gray to what ehey are Stehty
-the Weie1er of the twentieth ceintury.
What do I r-are for the world' respect
when may :ley makes the world my
stare? Vilat teetiect can I have for tt.
peeple that r_rin;e before money and
let it rule thorn? ere you aware that tea)'? It's ,the orthodoxy of conven-
net a feeler: wacel holm. not a vote tionality that we all subset-11)e to.
hi counted, net a Jaatfe Is appointed., seems strange that in a country lii o
mitt tajegiaieer roared. Hot a presafent America there should not he more ."
elected a ittioet ray censeut? I nun the 'fatherhood and motherhood in 1,,
real ruler of the United States not home instead of mastership and nii-
the so cane I govertaneut at Washiug- .tresship. Our social position must, 1)0
ton. They etc illy poppets and thim is Ishaky, to say the least, elan we are
my executive Ottanfaer. This power so reluctant to let our daughters
will be urs one tiny; boy, hut you
learn to sew and cook.
must Wow how to use It Nebel' It
comes." to- • Orthodoxy of Fashion.
"In social life the orthodoxy-- of"I rever want it, father," said Jef-
fashion pre ails. Shop girls dress asferson firmly. "To me your words
savoy of treason. I couldn't imagine the leisure tlass diatates, regardless
i of the conve Hence and comforts re that Aniericatt talking that way." He
pointed to the mantel, at a picture of their work and station. The !else
George class is just as influential in tO
o Wabecosilit l nied 
f
In next Issue.) country as It _Is in England, If not
well defined.- Bat the oneIn Engin,
JOHN D. PROMOTES
SOCIALISTIC IDEA
Vie- of Chicago flrofessor OIl
The Subject
Industrial and 1E1'01401111e SItIllat.  10.
Viewed By Sel10011111.411 of
That City.
DEMANDS OF MOB NOTHING
Chicago. Aug. 10.-john D. Rocke-
taller. J. P. Morgan and E. H. Harri-
man are the ereatest frieotils of so-
cialism in America, acCordrtig to Pro-
fessor Charles Zueblin, the_ Univer-
sity of Chicago sociologist. ,That the
industries built up by these men will
result In the mien of socialisnf In
tfils country was the professor's pre-,
diet ion he a • heel ore on "The Con-
straint of Orthodoxy" :feeterday at
the university.,
Professor quetilin the:tared that the
greet capitalists are furtherink a so
eialistie era to a far greater extent
than the confersed socialists, who
harm their cause by ronstent agita-
tion. The government eventually will
find it easy to take over the indus-
tries of truth nien as Rockefeller,
Morgan and Harriman, he told the
students.
Orthodoxy in religion. economies,
oolitic** and society- was scored by the
professor as -cowardice." He flayed
popular standards in religion, the
etraeredness" or the American cons-
tution and adherence to so.lal con-
ventions, declaring that shirt sleeves
should be as proper at dinners as the
"claw hammer."
Real larlenne of Socialism. 
"The real frieeds of socialism to-
day are Rockefeller. Morgan and
Harriman, men who are organizing
great leternationel industries," said
the, professor. "Eventually it will b:,
!a vomparatively easy Satter for th,
!government to take these industries
-
WILLIAMS' CARROT* SALVE wIll do just as well, because it s,
WITH ARNICA Mad WITCH HAZEL. nor standards for us, and eve be ,
The best Salve in the world for down before it. The artificial a •
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, klIcers, Salt erd that it sett* up we try" toIte
Tetter. Chapped Hands, and even in the clothes that we wear.
to give satisfaction. or .rnoneS leo
III skin eruptions. -it. is guaranteed e
toil*, hut think &boat Where ,
We have a class Which has note
funded. Price 25e by-Dtuitglets. „
- WILLIAMS' 'iii,r9e.tt:;!.....21-11P4e: 
• shall.lire and how it shall apead its
rrnirt"r•-• • enr WUr6'176-rriltt.
"Tbe soehalatie zealot-a are en.-
, miss to their creed, as compared with
,these min. The man who coneetoe
ills mission to be to get up whence,
inplan•i.uulty offers and say that SII-
I vialism is the only thing that wie
ia2-ve acelety is retxrdtag 
!soelalism. The people who are tr-
'ing to he alirnistle, trying to .keep
their minds open and ready to accept
a modified nee society, are the ones
who are forcing us.ifitO" new. lines of
thought, and not the people who get
with their shibboleth and hope by
::;ryina St few neectle WOI'IN to Nt0(..r
the mosses who have rot thought the
thing out.
"When the Standard Oil company
tied imposed on it iot greet fide the
other day it was fallowing popular
drift when its defense was that 'every-
body does it.' This is the defense for
alt kinds- of -batameee-altieamerye
buelness m's have made the same
defense for Banker Walsh, who hap,
joined lo be caught, although it was
maintained that 'all the other bank-
ers were doing the saute thing ' This
defense is one of the results of econo-
mic orthodoxy."
Talks About Poncho'.
In discussing "political' fallacies."
Professor Zueblin said: "The Cullt•ci
States tonstItutibin is to many of us
as sacred as the Nicene Or the Apos-
tles' creed. The framers of the 'con-
stitution did not believe the Ameri-
can people could *overn themselves.
So they evolved a system of cheeks,
and since that time the people beve l
not governed themselves. The worst i
fault 'of the constitution is that it in-
terferes with spontaneity.
"It is a misfortune to be ruled by
an autocrat, a benevolent despot. It
Is -very much better to have a petty
ward politician in the mayor's chair,
as we have, than to be governed by a
(alternate power.
"Class consciousness is the mast
conspicuous article of faith of the
eeneontie orthodoxists, not of the
great unwashed, but of leading peo-
ple, The conception of liberty in this
country is one of our great and -pre-
cious heritages, but we pity with-it a
great deal, We . are considerably
muddled to kraew east how- much the
law !might to interfere,
Many epeOple would much rather
abandon their religions faith than
omit any of the social amenities. Why
should not a man go to dinner in his
shirt sleeves instead of a claw ham-
mer if he is more comfortable that
18 Years' Success Indorsed by busk= Men. Incorporatei. $300,900.00 Capital
29 Cola:real le States. Jae. F. Deasgbas. errs.
Safe 6 I ?aside
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ILE1Nolg cENTRAL IN.
BULLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Loutsville, Ky., 11
Special train leaves I' '
at 9:17 a. in., ee
leaves Louisville 4 le In..
Tuesday, August la. -Round
trill $a..50,
Niagara Falls- Spelal ex-
cursion- train int leaves at
1:3% a. m., August 10, limit
four days- with an exttensitin
ofeeleettle-ttayfrupon payment
of .25 cents additional. Hoene
• trip $16.45.
Yours truly,
Amestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion. April 19th to November
30th-15 days:$.23.71). Co:4a
excursions on special dotes;
Tues414-;
'10 days.
For information, aritily
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt Cik_y Ticket Cftlne
R. M. PRATHER,
 limit-
..41oris to 11. f II- is erthodox in it.
els -, te•I to his de-
an." 'I e, people who ha-
'iii see er, at aeight to Inger-
-1_11'e le ea • en :he mistakes of
e wee e marl pulled out
1.111'h 11;.d 1.. had lee-
lei ill, mistak,.: itt ateKinleY
Alen even' at the at try of the golden
hart's forming .the beets of the NOT-
:110h ht.11,1*. A110.11 Iliey can't product-
lie I.th!s. 1.11. !-It.!!, on whieh were
iv rift en that ir ten commandmente
rit.Es7 1'11,1as: PILES! •
Williams' Indian -Pile Ointment Will
mire Blind, Bleeding and Itehinga
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
_and itrhing of the private parts. Sold
by druggist', mail alle and $1.00.
Williams' IdTg Co., -Props., Cleve-
iand,
The town of Orson,. Sweden. Is
whhoul. taxes._ Thi` neeosesrvyw
e Art' deraved from o forest res-
.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
Newt Discovery
FOR no HS kr),P.1:711.
lir OLDS 7,41 Settle Free
At411) ALL THROAT AND Ltetol TROUBLE'S.
GUARANI:a:ED SATISFACTOB.
1110.15/1:If
ORIENTAL
TOILET POWDER
•••••
A pure, ant isep.
te Toilet Powder
fur_ _infanta_ _and
adults.
sitely perfume&
enders an excel..
lent complexion
and keeps t he skin
clew-. soft and
velvety. Relieves
skin irritation and
sheuld be used
freely after With-
in and slusvin
giving a delight,
fad and refreshing
efTect. At deaf-
trii.-r by mail., 23
caws Pee, Pie.
perad by
FED. T. HOPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
emiteeter (e*COURA0(11 ORIENTAL CREAM
rote fttaXt• ASP 11011-11515ENIIR1) BY
-
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Let the Public Schools b
Kept Out of Politics
THE trustees and patrons of our public schoolsare acting wisely when they keep the schools
free from politics, prejudice or favoritism.
To do this makes for better teat hers, better schools
am' more satisfactory re,sults.
The customers who buy school books and
school supplies are acting wisely when they deal
with D. E. Wilson, the Book and Music Man. To
deal with him means lower prices and more satis-
factory results.
Solar Plexus Seat of Soul Kiss,
Says Owner of One That is Ripe
New York, Aug. In A woman
.who cells herself Vesta is Viesta and
Who has established a studio here to
exploit "thee soul kiss," was inter-
viewed • today by a young woman re-
porter. The young woman gives the
following account of her visit to the
seeress:
"Would you mind coming back in
-aftelm-witnurear• ss-Id Vesta Is Vies-
ta. "Al present I am giverg a leason
to a gentleman."
"Through the studio dour an
B:oadway arcade, propped decorous-
,J y ajar, I observe.1 a stiff 'Jeerer
Young man of 30 or so seated on the
edge of his (-hair, mueli interest and
some alarm written on his candid
countenance From his appearance I
decided 'the soul less' must be a de-
eided!? :eas lurid and disturbing than
the common or piazza varlet) know.'
telt Yeeaa_ht._Vieeite elif re lea k
But wl:en 1 -erarni-d Lit el  _ 
assu red Mt, tlik as far it tint le-in4
the ca.
Ordinary Nese Nothing Like It.
"Compared with casette- of the 'out:
kiss.", she dee:area emphaticallyeee..hae
k' bit is the nrorest ZPob314. The
sense - kiss es not satisfy:ng. There Is
something %drying in lt. But when I
-exchange Acit with My affinity
the planet Noptune I eose the
doors throw in% -,of on a couch, my_ . •
soul goes out from my body to meet
him. I experience a 1,..lowy usrasy.-
Here- Vesta :a Vieea, who e bie
Iowa., at least, thlew np 11,-r p:1111:1)
SEIDL 1561ut her tees, and xaeivie
start of phasic hoorhee-400riee
"That :a the eay I feee" she ten-
eluded. dramatically.
"And I understand you nave testae
es in ',tech yoa tea c the soul less7a
soui!" I asked.
"The riperied soul," sa,d the seer-
ess. Ignoring my flippant inquiry.
'triumphs over age. I have passed
the halt lilIC tohe of life, yet I deal
look it When I an animated look
like a g!ri sit 20; I have a radiance
APPETITE
CANDY lig SAID
TUTEe FOR
TO HE SUBSTI-
LIQU4Ht.
Englishnutn Says
Nation of l'audy
lug Is tit.
.4.mericuits Are
Eaters-4 'rue.
Sanie.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. le.-Dr. A
C. Abbott, chief of the bureau of
ilealth, announced today that he b-
Iieved that the appettte for candy and
;ecohol are fundamentally the Wilt',
that by the development of a candy
taste people could be forefled againat
a craving for rum, and -that, in A pu.-
'mance of his theory, he had beet
reeding his three ehildteri each day
4,11 k regular aliewanc.e of metteue-
1 Dr. Chalmers de Costa, of Jefferson
college, suported Dr. Abbott's theory',
• and also said he had fount that blond
 persona usually had a candy craving
while brunets long for atcohol. This
was because the latter were more
It also has been discovered that
within recent years women eat lets
ca-tidy and consume more alcohol. lee
leo/tear is true of men.
Candy Same as Alcohol.
Dr. Abbott, in explaining his [beer..
said:
"It is a SIIRIACI011 of,aeine. and,
mark you, I use the word 'suispicitire
Lyceum It Is only my peraeual theory.
no woman ran ever posaese. not indorsed by any mediaal author-
Towle aomen are like unripened ity that I know, that the appetite for
fruit, site added. _oak-Altai and the Appetit* for cundY
afe fundamentally the same, the
choice of onatear the other indulgence
being determined by the tempera-
a.. mental qualities of the individual.
w..1„, 0.4
ere A.,
bohydrates
"Both_ _UAW and aleehal  fix& _car-
w16 the some organic
- eVe molecules. differiug only In arrainge-
• . ,Ati 
went, and I be 
to the same organic craving 
lieve both adminiater
"I have made a careful study of
• et
-'f. 
heat producing earbohydrates and
the fadt that American men are rap-
idly developing a taste for sweets I
hold to be ̂filetilae enehuraging. It
Muse
fie.rier -4 'plot.. .lotititty. tin
si'.1 • ,11.1!..'4• I:4, I Ilk
es. rrplitel Tea I.44-Fes.
compleae conirse of ID/Anti-1:0R is
$111(1*.
"Y1.11 teach, both men and wom-
en!"
"0, ye; Owl-- are beth in my
"lass." she retried! "A SIPPE256 recog-
nises no sex. 'Ship is both 111.11) and
woman herse:f." -
"Then you maim to be Mahal-
ma!"
"in India I might be eieled Ma-
hatma." she replied, "but as we aae
in America, I tern myetef by my soul
name, 'eta It Vies:a.e
4Mly Ripened Soule Nced Try it,
"How de you teach this soul
etas!" 1 ventured. "How long does It
take to learn'.....
"The sou: ki,s." Vesta :a Neeetst
expounded. "must lie exchanged be
two ripened souls. My course of met-
aphysies ripens; the soul. The. seat of
the soul is in the solar p:exteee
"Then." I remarked. "If-Corbee
had had a ripereel soul Fitzsimmons
solar .plextts blow would not have
knocked hint out!"
"II. swotted not." replied Vesta. -
"And Optic exereises for the ne-
velltipment of the grearplexits should
be part of every prize fighter's train-
"They might do him geed,- the
seeress answered, 'but the soul kiss
111 not for such unripened souls so
Much as for arests. ve•iters, and mu-
Adana who feel• the neea or It. Mu-
skimps especially need the soul kiss.
It give- ll and 'sip' n work."
e !tie
lever Stages.
Calro--Missing,
Chattanooga  2.e S I fall
Cincinnati  e.e 0,1 rise
EvansvIlle  99 1.i fall
Florence  1.3 (hi rise
Johnsotteille-Mieslue.
Louisville  • 4.3 41.a fall
Mt. Carnioi  5.1 ' I rite
Nattevitle  sea c rise
Pittsburg  G.3 4 .3 rise
St. Louts  19.9 0.1 fail
Mt. Vernon  ire 1.1 1.1:1
Psducula  11. s fall-
CENTRAL AMERICA  
ALL WANt CONVENTJON I'
PRIM.: HOLDS THEM Bet
Honduras To Establish Permanent
Govenuteut Without Delay-
The Little Matte,
Washington, Aug. 10.---Moat of the
representatives' of the Central Ameri-
can republics who are in Washington
or vicinity called upSn Acting See,
tary of State Bacon today, this
diplomatic day, to talk individual,
with him about the project forOne more day and the river Jump-.. e general convention of delegates fromed'down 0.8 of a foot, leaving the 
countries in Washington to engauge at 11.4 this Morning!' Weather
deavor to reach an agreement likee'clear, and the few packets at the
to result in permanent, peace in thatwharf bad good freight trips.
quarter of the world.The Dick Fowler left on time -this
With all parties willing to enter
morning for Cairo and landings
upon such a conference, the difficulty-down The river, Yesterday was a good 
appears 10 lie in the unwillingnessday for the Fowler.
of ay one to take the initiative onThe-Kentucky was at the wharf to-
accougt of personal pride. Each of theday receiving freight, and she will
for
the Tennessee little republics thinks it has a griev-leave this evening 
ance against its neighbor, and In theriver.
absence of an apology as a condition
The Saltplo was at the wharf yes-
terday afternoon front I until a
precedent to an apology as e condi-
tion precedent to an internationalo'clock unloading and receiving
gathering, would have tne other par-
freight. This was a big freight trip
ty make the first advance. The state
for the Packet. She left for the Ten-
nessee river.
The John Hopkins was the Evans-
ville packet today, and this packet
department here supported in princi-
ple by the Mexican government, is
extremely desirous of furthering this
 theta
conference, but Is stopped frombad her share of the river trade.
itaet
The Joe Fowler left late yesterdty f9rmal:Y proposing ti Meeting by a
ear that its motives might be ntisun-
for Evansville owing to the time 
con-'raood and it be suspected of self-
sullied in loading the "Moscow" show.
lash designs and- unwarrantable laterThe Georgia Lee arrived todey
from Cincinnati en route to Metupids,
Iventlou.
I It is understood that all of thewith a big freight trip She was ate
'ministers are in constant commune-a-the wharf for some time receiving
supplies. ' 
iltion with their home governments up-
eleiseseleject-eueeees-eme 44-
The Fannie Wallace was around today said, there is reesoneble
the wharf this morning Moving groutid Mr hope that wallet a very
barges. . short time, through an exchange of
The Lizzie B. Acchibold arrived notes or. perhaps an in-format personal
this ram plug front Brookport, and medd _.ng between- the ministers here,
took a tow of loaded barges to Brook-iian agesternent can be reached for
t 
the
port to be unloaded. iconventioti of the delegates In Wash-
Dry dock. No e. will be taken out ington some thee next winter,
today fel repairs. Workmen will fln-1 There eave been other conventions
eel thk  Acadia:AL ik,.Lrii, th ,A itternonn , between these fountres elceTter tb 
The Peters Lee was at the wharf the preservation of the peace, but all
today en route from Memphis to Cin-i were fatal:y defective in :ackIng a
Anne'. !compulsory feature:So it has bean
The -Jim Duffy did not get away suggested that If another treaty is
yesterday as scheduled, but she left d:awn ipnroVaj':,thiminget00nvalistitloine Jtout Jetcomitiei
today after coaling for the Tennessee of the 
iclothe the United States and MexicoThe Bettie Owen brought over 'with the positive duty of intervening
good trip this morning from Illinoise.in the interest of peace in case of
Many wagons of vegetables and • hay disagreement that do not yield to
were brought over, and they all Went--- treatment le* the ordinary^ methods
to the market. . - itif diplomacy.
With the "F. Genteamishing, andi ,
the "GertleM." lashed to her side'
permaneut Government.
Captain F, Gent's showboat, "Even- /1 ing Star" came down from Parley's! Waatengton, Aug. 10.-Formal ne•
landing in Mecianicsburg, and landed tie has been received from the pro-
below the sand digger. Captain Gent visional government of Honduras
Is going to start out again, this time that September 15 next, the antiteer-
he viT go down the Ohio river and sary of the political independence of
into the Mississippi river. Members or Central America. has been selected
the driange wan arrlee tomorrow and as -the -date- norm wetett -Honduras-
rehearsals will be. resumed. A gaso-lwilt return to a cunsittutional form"The demand for candy or aIcelite
fun the part of such a reasiess, nervous line engine with 40 horse power has CT government, adopting the prove-
r. a bushel people as the Aniericens is easily et- arrived and he will Install it in the
Si a bushel plainable. A person of nervous tent- boat at once, and with this he be-
-e. a tow.eperament necessarily gimlet, a great neves he will have ample power to
„eats edeh eittiount of animal force, which is withstand the etrongest current. His
lee a quart more readily supplied by s tett a read- present englne will be used to run the
fly oxidised carbahe d rate as sugar:*10c head
dynamo. and the small engine will be
What Really Started It.Itzinch4 s for 5 cents used in 
an emergency.
has been sold by Captain William
Terry, to the Canton Lumber compa-
ny in Missfssippi, but over the last
payment something interesting may
develop, The lumber company is lo-
cated in an Inland town, and the com-
pany thought the boat could be ship-
ped by railroad, and A then used In
small streams, but the railroad eom-
12 1-2c M 
praised to observe thousan of young PanT refuses to take 
the boat, ow-
5 cents bunchl
was called out by an ankle in one of
Dr. Abbott's "confession of faith" The "Gertie Mee a gasoline boat,
Ore n apple.  5e a peck
Bananas  
v hich a recent visitor to the UnitedOranges  4u-tei cents dozen
States spoke of the Americans as a
Peathe
II itt-i• •- t t: •rt No.
tt. tin
TODAY'S_ MARKETS
New Sweet Potatoes
Irish Potatoes 
Tomatoes 
Egg Plant 
Beans 
Cabbage
Beata  
Rhubarb
means that candy Is taking the eta 4e
of a dangerous appetite. Statistics
show that within the three years just
passed the consumption of chocolate
ih America has increased more than
500 per cent, which-is conclusive evl
deuce To *tete:VW
Soda Water 'Helper Some.
"Also the soda water business has
increased phenomenally and the con-
feetionery shops are more numerous
aud of greater pretensions than ,was
dreamed of even the years ago. On
the other hand in proportion the sale
of alcohol allows a slight decrease.
"Women, however, are feeling
'more than before the urgent.. craving
for alcohol instead of candy. This-,
I believe, is due to their greater lib-
erty and to reaction from old condi-
_ _ _ _
the foremost English periodicals, in15 cents dozes
7"1-7:'e ba:f bushel nation of candy eaters. The 'writer
Meithis  5-40 cents was John Winthrop Roby!. who, in
"e to (14 cents the course of his article, said:Chickens 
Eggs  IS cents a dozen i "From what I had formerly-read a
Butter  241 cents a pound Aemericure I was only moderately sum'
Ham 
Lard 
11C
!was by no means prepared to st- a
!ng to her
ad been paid, but the last $150. The
width. Most of the moneyeomen chewing gum in penile. flat I
gerewaseemipteepegiegaeeeeeete~eeepopie 1 strong men - -busy bust Debi teen - "mnallY 
has refused. An oraer was
i
eating candy in the streets .
%file IN Git.‘vr..s,_
- Th.. only worthy high 'lying is that
eeeeaeeeee-ele'eee-eeeeeeseleeeeeeae-eee:e2'w h 4c h P 44 s
George H. Rudolph.
George H. Rudolph. of near Love-
laceville, a well known farmer. 26
years old, tiled of dropsy Tuesday
right about 9 o'clock, lie leaves his
wife, three brothers and one slater
The funeral was held at the Odd Fte.
low eemetery near bolvelaeeville
Nifty fleld Messeirger.
Mrs. Hamlet Dead,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamlet. a ii it,'
respected and aged weffilon. died -this
Tic soul on top. -
Benefits Will
Surely Come
To Paducah from the agitation for
HOM MADE. and UNION el.% DE
products carried on by this organiza-
tion. We are grafilled to state that
room has been made in at least one
trade for half a dozen additional
men, by reason of the increased de-
 afternoon about 3, o'clock at the mend for home-made goods. -
s tionie of her son, Joe A. Hamlet. onl ADr. T. Felix Gouraud s .eorth Sixth streete-Maatield Mete end this has been done only sincewe took up the battle in earnest
setiger, ,
, We're still fighting tor the UNION
LABEL on _EVEItI;THING - the
What's thr-r..e of Lew.? badge of honor and the sign of
Tire trolley and• the autornoittie 'quality,
threaten to put plain walking out of -independence" of the working-
rommission. A walking fear occu- man van NOT be obtained by any
pteg scaniespaese in the sporting gole4eneans than threugh organization
niters In throe davseano tuto be easi-i:friGng regvkar_linee, Ala when backed
:y mised. Fears have been .express- by a national organization. A non-
ed that mechanical locomotion will 
,b gr
union "union" is about as feasible
reduce, the legs ti.) mere rudimentary t churcht  w le:
organs. Rarely do we now find a void of
t
tieigiotiiiates 
or
a eaching.
fine, robust red fellow who can walk-
live miles without collapse. There is 
work-that's all. So, Mr. Busipess
a small saying remnant -of old-timers 
Man, beware of INIIIITATIONS arid.
who make It a practice to walk to
t othre. We are becoming a na-1 
You'll only be hembugged by deal-
he
iz with them, .i 
ti"" qf bi."'- F' We "'le IV" a "Egg-o-See" breakfast food, anti
breathless speed, but our flight 'seine- „
sent stopping the payment on the
first check, but, before it reached Cap-
tain Terry had drawn the money.
Captain Terry is wafting for the com-
pany- to fulfill the contract, before
taking any further action.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio, at Evansville' and Mt.
Vernon, idill continue falling during
the next two days. At Paducah and
Cairo, will continue falling during
the next several days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the minitYeeaill continue falling slow-
ly during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi, 'beim below St.
Louis; to above Cairo, not much
change during the .next. 24 hours.
A Suitable Heading.
During the financial dog days of a
southern college a wealthy merchant
called upon the president to say that
he had provided in his will for a
rather handsome bequest to the col-
lege t,p. be paid peter the death of
himself and his wife. The president
was overjoyed and asked permission
to announce the gift in the city
wee This request Was granted on
condition lhat the- donor's nane
should not be mentioned.
Accordingly the-presideut wrote a
eulogistic notice of the donation and
hurried to the newspaper office. In
his haste he ne,gleeted to give his
item a title. Tte editor, hurried and
worried, absehtiy clapped on the first
words that came to his mind; and the
Nutrito," cereal coffee, are' UNIONr:hanieal artificial,We cannot 
MADE. and can be had of your gra-:top tololok at things. We are otey
:ntent on. geting there on time.- - 
ear. They both have the label. , If
Philadelphia Public Ledger you use 
such products at all, ask for
,
these
Ita)laits'ot the lower clips are not-
ed for theii...:giaeia, -tica)(s.
THR 5 to sonis extent attributablo
to the fact, that the working- people
, . of Rely .at lees meat titan those of
MrPHERSON'13 Dlit'Ci STORE. - any other letiropean nation "
• Paducah Typographical
hop No. 1341
th"-111"1"rt4.14*
the following caption:
"Two Pair of Shoes to Wait Fore*
Aunt (to C7nephew, a etudent)
--"You are taking much longer
than tame to ask me to .lend you
some moneseepis time.".
\ephd Raallyehagr
thoughtful you are. If it hadn't been
for your kind reminder I should have
forgotten all sheet It --Meggeneeor-
fef Blaetter.
Islons of theeonstitution of 11.94. An
election will take place In October
following, of a permanent president
and it is understood that the leading
'candidates are General Davila. .presi-
dent of the provisional government,
and Dionisisus Gutieriez, formerly a
member of the citbinet and long prom
inent In the political affairs of Hon-
duras. • 
-
The decision to return to a ger-
0
Reduction Sale of All
Men's, Boys' and. Women's
Low Cut and Canvas Shoes
Men's $4.01) Oxfortja eut to- $3,00
Men's $3.00 Oxfords cut to__ 2.25
Men's $200 Oxfords cut to 1.60
Men's $1.500xfords cut to 1.20
Ladies' $1.25 Oxfords cut .98
Ladies' $1 50 Oxfords cut to....-..... 1.20
Limit s' $2.00 Oxfords cut 1.60
Ladies' $2 50 Oxfords cut to. . 1.98
Ladies'
White Canvas
Oxfords
to close, pair
75c
Come early,
Men's Canvas Shoes, Low or High Cut
$2.00 Grade cut 1.50
$1.50 Grade cut to 1.19
$1.25 Grade cut to .98
Ladies' White Canvas Oxfords with white heel, sold everywhere
at $1.50, reduced to $ .98
Some better quality, cut to 1. 19
One lot Ladies' Brown Ooze One Strap Pumps, worth
anywh ?re $2.50, cut to $1148
One lot of Ladies' Patent Leather Shoes with sNk
mohair toppings, worth anywhere 12.50, cut to S1,48
Mi,S 94a St -la d-Childreni!o Canvas a n-cl --- Low
Shoes Cut in Proportion.
Men's and Women's Velvet House Slippers, L._ 35C
THE MODEL
1112 South Svc (Ind StrsuCt.
Paducah's Cheap Cash store. All Garda Marked in Plain Figures
mattent form of govtirtinteUt was un-
doubtedly the result of the refusal of
the state department to recognize the
present provisional gevernment of
Honduras several weeks ago,
RIVER WASHES TOWN AWAY
'Thriving Nehra.ku flusineum Center
Gone After $0 learn Fight.
Nibraaka City, Aug. 10. -The
Missouri river won a thirty years
fight against the town' of Barney,
Neb., -when it swallowed up the last
house In the town and carried it on
down the river. The house had
ben abandoned some time ago, as the
ilZer bank grew nearer and nearer
Its foundaticus. Thirty • yeara ago
Bereley we- a the\ ag weir, it was
on the line of the Burlington rail-
road, and Its prospects were good, it.
being at that tints as large as Ne-
braska City itself. Then the Mite
.stattri.began eutting- towItiti- the
The houses ware moved back toward
the hills until there was no fureier
room foe temoval. Then they vame
washed away one by one and carried
eceen the stream. Everything mese
bie 'was done to prevent the cutting
of th stream, but nothing stops rae
Missouri when It marts. Where
Barney once stpod 1 flow the bed of
the ever which is about a mile wide
at that point.
Irse Can want ads, for results
YE ami1i Affair
OUR 20 per cent discount shoe sale is .a family affair be-cause it's of interest to every member of every family.
It's time for you to BUY and it's also time for us to SELL
2ilen's 'Women's, Zous', and infants'
txforda and 4Iippers
All to be forced out of the house immediately bthepoer
of our
Vut 9riees of 20 .9er Vent tff
This a shoe opportunity that doesn't come _your way every day.
Here are -a few 'samples of our prie cuts. Take note of them:
Buy. woman's; 'Strap Slippem, were $2--50-;
$2.80 Buys woman's Patent Colt oxforlii, were $4 00.
$1.20 Buys woinan's Kid or Oxfords, were $1 50.
$2.00 Buys woman's Kid or Oxfortis, weres2i50.
Misses'. Boys' sod Children's in proportion.
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